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M. Michael Andjelkovich
Niles McKinley High School
Business/Technology Grades 9-12
Sponsored by

BOC Water Hydraulics

My Takeaways from the Experience :
A combination of interest, natural ability/talent, training, experience, commitment, and
dedication are keys to being successful in highly-skilled manufacturing.
•

A career in manufacturing is a high-tier opportunity for quality individuals.
Issues with adult employees are relevant to issues high school students have: tardiness,
honesty, dealing with others, drug-testing, communication, flexibility.

John Burr: Mechanical Designer for BOC Water Hydraulics

"We have been happy to assist the education community whenever possible and this is no exception. We
are happy to have our educator Mike Andjelkovich with us these 32 hours and have enjoyed showing him
the in's and out's oj manufacturing at SOc. Unlike our educators from lost yeor, Mike hod no prior
knowledge of what kind af work we did, so it was fun to see his reaction to some of the things we take
jar granted. J hope he enjoyed the expen'ence. Mike got to see several other events here as well,
incJuding having Oh Wow summer manufacturing institute here for D morning and also our monthly
safety training. The goal to educate the educator was met as I'm sure he can attest to now knowing
about what CNC machining looks like as well as flow and inventory management. Thank you for the
opportunity to be involved./I

M. Michael Andjelkovich
Niles McKinley High School
BusinesslTechnology Grades 9-12
SOC Water Hydraulics, Inc.
12024 Salem-Warren Rd. P.O. Box 1028
Salem, OH 44460
Contact Person : Mr. John Burr, Engineer
Title of Lesson Plan: A Highly-Skilled Manufacturing Career - Career Development Unit
(Personal Finance Class)
What's the Connection: The students will immerse themselves in a manufacturing career by
researching 3 skilled trades and comparing each one.
Objectives of the Lesson Plan
• The students will access information regarding specific careers in manufacturing
including: work activities, skills and knowledge needed, abilities, average salary,
projected yearly openings, education and training
• The students will develop a table in a Microsoft Word document containing the
information [or 3 manufacturing careers of their choice
• The students will engage in a blog discussion with classmates and instructor
regarding their findings
Core Competencies:
National Business Education Standards - Career Development
• Self-Awareness: assess personal skills, abilities, and aptitudes and personal
strengths and weaknesses as they relate to career exploration and development
• Career Research: Utilize career resources to develop a career information
database
• Career Strategy: Apply knowledge gained from individual assessment to a
comprehensive set of goals and an individual career plan
Skills Being Utilized:
• Computer skills: accessing software: web browser and word processing program,
researching infonnation on a website, recording data into a table, saving tiles for
future reference, blogging a discussion with classmates and instructor as
facilitator
• Thinking skills: develop strategies to obtain skills needed for at least 3
manufacturing occupations, compare skins and job tasks of 3 occupations,
identify job outlook for each occupation
Recommended Teaching Time:
Two class periods - 50 minutes each (assuming students are familiar with using Word
software)
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Materials:
III

ector

III

Manufacturing PowerPoint
Handout/instruction sheet
questions set and uploaded

III

..

..

Body!Lesson!Activity:

with Manufacturing
experience there
skilled workers in our
the opportunities
b. LJ'l~''''U'>,' how BOC
training, skills
nee:aeill. experience
c.
questions students
about experience andior manufacturing
2. Access ohiomeansjobs.com
link from PowerPoint
3. Pass out Manufacturing Career Development Activity handout
4. Follow
instructions sheet to access
on obtaining
on
J.

Open
a.

LJl~''''Ui'':>

5.
c.
d.
are to save and print

6.

Conclusion:
euublogs
on to our class
a
discussion with classmates by
the following two
thinking
questions and commenting on at
two
classmates
a. In
ways would a career in manufacturing fit into your future plans both
in
and after high schaol graduation?
b. How would you describe
of manufacturing
our region and
how
affect
our area?

Students are to

Evaluation:
The assessment of
activity. The point of the
their answers to
comment on student

lesson is the
and engagement
win be achieved if
put forth thought
into
and comments to
classmates. As the instructor, r will
to further engage
thinking.

Jv"",u,........

for completion of
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following 3 items:

Robert Barella
New CastteJuniorjSenior High School
Autistic Support
Grade 7-12
Sponsored by

Lark Enterprises

Take Aways:

1. The goal of lark Enterprises is not only production but to develop life skills, coping
skills, personal adjustment skills, and working skills. It's not all about just production.
2. When giving someone with Autism a paper of instructions to read, use beige or
pastel colored paper, rather than bright white period . Black print on bright white paper
can upset people with Autism.
3. People with disabilities are eligible for $30,000 of waiver services through the
Medicaid Home & Community Based Waiver Program. A student may qualify upon
graduation.

Lark Enterprises, Inc.

"The Educator in the Manufacturing Workplace Program has
been mutually beneficial to the teacher and the staff at Lark. Bob has acquired information that can
assist his students in making informed choices regarding services and employment. They will have 0
better understanding about the skills they need both hands-on and soft skills to work at Lark or another
manufacturing environment. Lark has learned more about the transitional program at the New Castle
High School. Dr. Susan lautenbacher, CEO
H

New Castle Junior/Senior High School
Autistic Support Grades 7-12
Lark Enterprises. Inc.
315 Green Ridge Dr .. Suite A-I
New Castle. PA 16105
Deb Ledden. Administrative Services Director
Title: Lark Enterprises Work Stations
Connections: The students will practice the same or similar jobs used at Lark Enterprises.
Objective: The students will improve dexterity and measuring skills and increase their
knowledge and understanding of oroducts made at Lark.
Skills Utilized: shirt folding, hook and suction cup building, using screw driver.
to length, measuring. organizin~

cuttin~

material

Recommended Teaching Time: 50 minutes
Materials:

Station 1:
Station 2:
Station 3:
Station 4:
Station 5:
St~(.;.:
~t~ti0n

shirt folding board, T-Shirts
hook. suction cups
screw driver. screws
ruler. scissors. material
masmetic clips
N~ gUHe±lS"Wi~

7· ti)TI

<;t~~;()!'

Activity: Students will travel to each station. spending approximately 7 minutes at each.
Station 1:
Station 2:
Station 3:
Station 4:

Students will use folding board to fold T-Shirts
Students will attach a hook to a suction cup.
Students will tighten nuts and bolts with a screwdriver.
Students will use a ruler to measure and cut a string or ribbon to length.

~'':''';''ii 5": &tudeJt"wi1lllttac.bM4il\~ tQcli.~
Stfttion 6: Student will conne('·t wire.'; fro!!!. ~ ~witc.-.h f0 fln 0 1.1tlP.t ::Inti vjc-p v~~
Station 7: Student will work on an activity of choice.
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Conclusion: Students will •.n ....."
whv-

...

,L...

in one parasuaph which activity they enjoyed

Evaluation: The teacher will count how many
each
data on a class chart show growth every Fridav .

.4

SLUoel[l1

most and

correctly produces and will

Melissa M. Bartholomew
Warren G. Harding High School
Transition to Work Coordinator
Grades 9-12
Sponsored by

Gasser Chair

The 3 most impactfullessonsl learned during my e)(perience:

•

Employees must have understanding of basic math skills such as measurement, adding,
subtracting, problem solving, and number matching.

•

Communication skills are imperative to producing quality products.

•

As educators, we can help to instill basic work values through positive community opportunities,
classroom speakers, and transition courses which can help students who may not have a certain
path, arrive at a starting point

Melissa M. Bartholomew
Warren G, Harding High School
Transition to Work Coordinator
9-12
Gasser Chair
logan Avenue
Youngstown, OH 44505
Joy Busko-Supply
in Manager
Bryan Gasser-Director of Manufacturing & Engineering
Title: Problem Solving in
or Transition classes)

Manufacturing Workplace (taught in either Resource Math

What's the Connection: Our students, the same as most I imagine, are forever asking
things. They would
to know how
are going to
why they have to learn
use these skills once they are in the real world. This
will give the students
practical knowledge of the
level skills they would need in order to
the pretest prior to being hired at
Chair or similar manufacturing environments. This
lesson will also give them much needed practice on evaluating all the information in
front them
to beginning
problem.
Common Core Objective:
students will reason quantitatively and use units to solve problems bV making sense
of problems and persevering in solving them.

Skills Being Utilized: critical thinking, critiquing the reasoning of others, problem
solving,
calculations, math reasoning, following
evaluation of
information presented, working cooperatively in a small group, multi-step problems,
lators
mental math without
Recommended Teaching TIme: Two 45 minute class periods. One day to model the
problems and work as a group and
next day to review the homework and work in
small groups on more problems cooperatively and share out their processes.

Materials:
-Elmo
-White
-Pencils/Paper
-Problem Solving Work mats
-Mixed Word Problems practice worksheet-use over 2 days
-Mixed Word Problems homework
split into 2 days
application problems
-Gasser
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Body/lesson/Activity:
NOW (warm-up journal activity)
"When you
a problem to
what steps so you take to come to a solution?"
Once students
finished with this journal warm UPI we have a class discussion
about their conclusions.
all ideas are shared and discussed, talk about the real-life
a
problem getting qualified entry-level people to fill company positions. Ask "Is
problem a company would want to haver If not, what can we do as educators and
students to help eradicate that problem?
Part 2-Model a word problem from the classroom problems. Ask out to the students
what we know from the problem, what we need to find out, and what operation/s will
help us to solve the problem. After completing this problem, show them the problem
solving work mat then use it on the Elmo
the next problem. Have students copy the
example on their own work mat. Continue working on these problems, asking for
volunteers to explain to the class how they came up with their answers, Model at least
one of the Gasser question before the
of the class. Assign some problems for
homework.
~~"-..L:::.:..!....::::..=..Jt....:::...I. - DO NOW-Students will answer in journal what the steps were in
problem solving work
Review homework and ask if there are any problems that
anyone is unsure of then model for the class.
Part 4-Break students into groups of 3 then assign at least 5 practice problems to work
out together. Students will use the problem solving work mats and will be called upon
to work out selected problems
the
Once those are finished do lor 2 more of
the
examples for the class asking the students to supplV
with the
information when called upon. Assign the remaining Gasser problems for in class work
or if not finished by the end of class for homework.
l

Conclusion: Students will have an understanding of
basic skills necessary to work in
manufacturing community. They will know that the first step in having a rewarding
career is getting their foot in the door. Once they are employed they need to show
are doing and willingness
learn new jobs so
can move up
initiative what
in any company.
day there will be a class discussion on how the problem solving
steps used these math calculations can translate into real
situations.
Evaluation: Informal assessments will occur daily on an observational basis offering
intervention and enrichment for students who may need more individual help order
to retain
information being taught. Multi-step problems will be included on the
5ummative assessment at the
of
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Joyce Beitel
Lakeside High School
Japanese
Grades 9-12
Sponsored by

Wheeler Manufacturing

The important items Ileamed from this e)(perience are:

• Every job is important: no person or step in the process is more/less important than any other.
• Everyone takes pride in their work. Quality Control is the responsibility of each worker; the reputation
of the company depends on people who are proud of what they do and create quality products that
show that pride.
• Creativity and collaboration are important skills. Everyone is constantly looking for new ways to create
a product, to streamline the process, or to invent a new tool to work with new products in the
industry. In order to be a company that will still be thriving in the future, they must look forward at
what new products they can invent to keep up with the industry. Every worker is important in this
area, as they may have ideas for new tools and products to make.

Wheeler Manufacturing
Voshihiko Miyagawa, Executive Director

"We felt that this was a very positive experience, not only for Mrs. Beitel, but for the employees oj the
company. We learned from each other. It gave the Wheeler Employees the opportunity to share what
we felt was important to our specificjobs. This would be shared with the students to help understand
what it takes in different types of jobs. As the working climate oj todoy's workforce is constantly
chonging, this program is well worth the time. The educator can be constantly updated her knowledge
to shore with the future workforce. We enjoyed Mrs. Beitel. She was very positive and eager to learn
about our operation and eager to take it back to her students. Yoshiko Miyagawa

Joyce Beitel
Lakeside High School
Japanese r - IV; Grades 9-12
Wheeler Manufacturing Division of Rex International U.S,A., Inc.
Jefferson Road, Ashtabula, Ohio 44004
Yoshihiko Miyagawa, Executive Director

Title of Lesson: Global Competency Skills and Your Career
Connection: How can learning a foreign language give you the skills you will need for a career?
World Languages Standards: Cultures Ij: Identify global competency skills, relate them to
possible career pathways and demonstrate how having global competency skills enables people
to build collaborative relationships with others.
Cultures lk: Develop global competency skills for use in college, career and beyond by
engaging in collaborative activities online and/or in person with members of diverse
communities at home and in the Japanese culture.
Skills being Utilized: Critical Thinking; Investigation; Communication; Collaboration; Japanese
Language and Communication Skills,
Eligible Content: This lesson is suitable for all levels of Japanese Language classes, The final
presentation prepared by the students will contain an appropriate level of Japanese for the class
the student is enrolled in, This lesson can easily be adapted for students of any foreign
languageThe final presentation will include information in the foreign language.
Recommended Teaching Time: 5 to 10 days, depending on the amount of class time needed for
collaboration and presentations. More time may be needed if students are communicating with
students in Japan or with workers at a company,
Materials: Computers/tablets/internet for research and email; presentations can be on poster
board or using Power Point or another medium for the presentation; Global Competency Skills
spreadsheet/handout (email joyce.bcitel@neomin.org for a copy of this worksheet); Websites for
information on Japanese invested companies in Ohio:
http://jobs-ohio .com/images/ohio-internaiional-corporate-investment,pdf
http://jobs-Qhio,comlinternational/
htlp://jobs-ohio.com/images/SF Foreign Direct Inveshnent.pdf
http://\vww.detroi1.11s.emb-japan, go ,jp/pdJ/enipe/Report 20 I J %200hlo%20J D f%20Survey
%20Fact%20Sheet.pd r
http://wwvv.vcctrencd.comlcms/assets!ed/PDF/Vectren-Ohio-FDI-Map,pdf
n

Joyce Beitel Wheeler-Rex Manufacturing
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Lesson/Activities:
Day One: Divide students into groups to work on this project. Students will need to work with
members of different cultural backgrounds for this project, so divide the groups accordingly.
Explain the project: to identify global competency skills and to do research on Japanese invested
companies in the US and especially in Ohio; to engage collaboratively with members of diverse
communities.
Pass out the Global Competency Skills worksheet. Discuss the World Languages
Standards and have students rewrite them in their own words. Discuss "Global Competency
Skills" and have students brainstorm what they think these skills are and why they are important.
FiJI in the chart with information from the group .
lIave students discuss and list Japanese invested companies they know of. When students
do internet research they will look at what companies are in Ohio and choose a company to focus
on for their presentation.
Students will also want to discuss possibilities for engaging with members of diverse
communities on this project. Can they email members of the company they are researching? Can
they email Japanese students to discuss global competency skills? Students should brainstorm a
list of questions/discussion topics to ask when emailinglcommunicating with others .
Day Two: Students will spend time in the computer Jab doing research on global competency
skills. As students do their research, they will complete the worksheet on global competency
skills. Students will then do research on the Japanese companies and decide which company they
will do their presentation on. Students may also begin to communicate with others.
Day Three: Students will work col1aboratively to put together their presentation on the company
they have done research on. In particular, students will highlight the global competency skills
needed to work at the company they are researching. Presentations will be in Japanese. The
amount of Japanese in the presentation depends on the Japanese skill level of the class. For
example, Japanese I presentations will only have basic information and titles in Japanese.
Japanese IV presentations will be written/spoken completely in Japanese. (This step may take
more tban one day, especially if students are emaiJing/comrnunicating with otbers.)
Day Four: Presentations by groups.
Conclusion: The goals of this Jesson are for students to identify global competency skills and to
develop these skills by engaging collaboratively with members of diverse communities. Students
should research ways to do this: can they email with members of the country they are
researching? Can students email with Japanese students on this topic?
Evaluation: Presentation Rubric will be used for evaluation; This rubric can be found at:
hllp://education .ohiQ. gov/getaltachmentlTopics! Academ ic-Contenl-Standards/[o' oreieJ)- Language!
Ohio-Forejgn-Language-Model-As~essment-Proiect! Appendix l.od1'.Clspx

Joyce Beitel Wheeler-Rex Manufacturing
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Steve Bennett
Mahoning County Career & Technical Center
Information Technology - Programming
Grade 11 & 12
Sponsored by

America Makes
(National Additive Manufacturing Innovation Institute)

"Technology is creating new types of jobs in the workplace. Jobs will require self-study and access to
information from a variety of resources." Steve Bennett

"This has been an excellent experience for both the educator and America Makes. While one week
offers limited opportunities for gaining in depth know/edge, the fact that this week conincided with our
annual Youth Education Camp enabled the Educator to experience the full additive manufacturing
knowledge process. We would certainly consider hosting another Educator in Our Workplace next year,
and we anticipate that the Educator will be able to take these learnings back to the classroom.
JJ

Michael Hripko, Deputy Director

Steve Bennett
Mahoning County Career & Technical Center
Information Technology - Programming
Grade 11 & 12
America Makes
236 Boardman Street
Youngstown, Ohio 44503
Mr. Michael Hripko
Deputy Director
Workforce and Educational Outreach

Title of the Lesson Plan: The changing landscape of future employment opportunities
in manufacturing.

ConnectIon: Technology is creating new types of jobs in the workplace. Jobs will
require self-study and access to information from a variety of resources.

Objective: Outcome 1.1. Employability Skills
Develop career awareness and employability skills (e.g., face-to-face, online) needed
for gaining and maintaining employment in diverse business settings.
Competency 1.1.1. Identify the knowledge, skills, and abilities necessary to
succeed in careers.
Competency 1.1.2. Identify the scope of career opportunities and the
reqUirements for education, training, certification, licensure, and experience.

Student Skills: Critical Thinking and Problem Solving sklils are needed to evaluate
future jobs in our society.

Teaching lime: This can be used as a stand alone or in conjunction with investigating
employment opportunities. Time for the class is 55 minutes.

Materials: Computers, access to the internet, access to OCIS
http://ocis.ode.state.oh .us) (requires password), http://www.careeronestop.org,
Assigned the class account for a blog.
Lesson: Start the discussion by asking what type of careers the students have been
thinking about. Have each stUdent voice their idea. Write the jobs on the board.
Responses could be web page deSigner, webmaster, network administrator, technician,
programmer, game designer, graphics artist, software support, database manager,
animator, and others.
Next ask the students if they have ever considered jobs in the manufacturing area? All
of the above are roles that Information Technology uses in business including
manufacturing. Explain there has been a change on how manufacturing occurs. Instead

of a support to the company, there are new jobs that permit you to become part of the
process for manufacturing items. This is called additive manufacturing.
Pia y the vid eo http:Uwww.pbs.org/america-revea led/teachers/lesson-p lan/2/
Estimated time (5 minutes)
Discuss the video and talk about what type of skills are required in the video. Some of
the answers will be designer, machinist, salesman, entrepreneur, journeyman, operator,
and others. With additive manufacturing you need to add some different types of
occupations. Make a list: apprentice, CAD drafter, CAD Technician, CNC Programmer,
CNC Machinist, CNC Mill Operator, CNC Operator, Materials Engineer, Design
Engineer, and quality control supervisor.
Use DCIS or CareerOneStop and discover the types of jobs in manufacturing. Have the
students go out to your blog and respond to the question "How has the use of additive
manufacturing changed the potential types of jobs you would be able to master?
Compare current skills with what you think would be required in a manufacturing job.
Have the students get into teams of two. Research two jobs in manufacturing and find
out the education required, salary, work conditions, and if it is growing or is static. The
students will have about 20 minutes. Next have the teams report out on their findings.
They need to answer the questions: what job did you pick, why did you pick this
occupation, what is the salary, what are the working conditions, what education do you
need?

Conclusion: Have the students get into teams of two and watch the following video on
creating a part using Additive Manufacturing.
https:!/www.youtube.com/watch?v=8aghzpO UZE
Estimated time ( 4:26 Mjnutes)
As a team, discuss what types of jobs will be needed in the future. Read the article
regarding the jobs that did not exist 10 years ago.
http:Uwww.forbes.com/sites/meghancasse riY/2012/0S/11/10-iobs-that-didnt-exist-l0-years-ago/

Have your team brainstorm a new job. Create a job description for the new job. What do
you think the world will be like in 10 years? Give a title to the new job. What type of
education would a person need, what is the salary and work conditions, should this
require a license or certification? Post your job on the 810g, describe the job and the
requirements for the job. As the group's report, have the other groups respond to other
students jobs. Respond to three new jobs. Why would this be a job you would like?
Evaluation: The students will be evaluated by the responses to the questions.
Responses will need to reflect a thoughtful reflection to the response. All answers must
be in complete sentences without any grammatical errors. Students are evaluated
during the times they are working with teammates by the teacher.

Rebecca Caruso
Austintown Fitch High School
Science
Grades 9·12
Sponsored bV

JMC Steel Group - Wheatland Tube

"My experience at Wheatland Tube was most definitely a positive experience that I wi 11 not forget.
Everyone I spoke with stressed the importance of a strong work ethic. I was continuously told that
students need to be willing to work hard. Even a career that does not require a college degree requires
a willingness to learn. Individuals with a strong work ethic are willing to work hard in every aspect of
their lives, and this shows in the manufacturing workplace."

" Wheatland Tube JMC Steel Group without exception looked forward to the opportunity to have
teachers intensively learning about what we do, skills we need, and enjoying hands on experience in
manufacturing. Wheatland Tube JMC Steel Group believe that teachers are the key to bringing relevancy
of the reol world into the classroom application experience with meaning for the students and on
understanding of new kids of coreers available in manufacturing.
We thank Rebecca for taking time out of her free summer and we hope that we can again have the
priveJege of hosting teachers n ext year.
II

Rhonda Dehaarte, Human Resources Manager

Rebecca Caruso
Austintown
High School
Science,
9 -12
Wheatland Tube Group
1 Council
Wheatland, P A
Rhonda Dehaarte, HR Manager

Title of Letlon Plan: Ijfe]ong Job Safety

In

The Connection: Wheatland Tube employees
to be aware of the possible hazards in the
workplace and need to follow proper safety protocol including the use personal protective
(PPE).
is equally
within
SCIence ........
.........U

....."'AL

UUAV...,'

Objective of the Lesson: "During the years of grades 9 through 12, all students must use
following scientific processes with appropriate laboratory sqfety techniques to construct
science content
(Ohio Revised Science Standards
knowledge and understanding
Model Curriculum
School)
This lesson will help students to identify hazards in the
lab, employ proper safety
for
protocol and understand the
Skills being Utilized: critical ...........'~>LE>,
computer technology, "...,.",1'",,,, ...,. "HE"u
Recommended Teaching

1 week

and

communication, C()()peratl

50 minute periods)

Materials: "What do
Have Common?" photo montage,
Lab Practices"
worksheet, Lab Safety Protocols & Contracts, computers
internet access, iPods
BodylLessoniActivity:
1:
.. Group discussion: "What do they have in common?"· Pictures of professions requiring
the use PPE
III
Small group: "Science
packet followed by whole group discussion
•
discussion: Reviewing lab safety protoc<>is,
rules,
equipment use &
location (department tour) and safety contracts
• YouTube video: Lab Safety (Renee Diamond, NSTA Listserve)

Day
•
"
1(1

..

Signed safety contracts collected.
Formative assessment: question answer safety
Group Discussion: Student Safety
- students will work in pairs to create a mini
lesson utilizing PowerPoint, Prezi or video (student choice). Projects must mC;lUC1C
at
5 lab
rules, audio, and
will have
use of class
computers or iPods.
periods
allotted to create projects. Rubrics will be
provided. Projects will
presented class on Day 4 and 5.
Group work: projects

Day 3:
• Group

projects

Day 4:
"

Student Presentations

DayS:
•
..

Student Presentations
Quiz

Conclusion:
the
quiz brings a close to the
safety
safety win be
with
every lab activity. Safety protocol will be closely monitored
the instructor during each
Hopefully
recurring emphasis on
practice will encourage the development oflong term
"0<.1"",1'" habits".
Evaluation:
Informal (formative) evaluation will include questioning and observation
Panna! (summative) evaluation will include project rubric and safety quiz

Angela Cochran
Girard High School
Guidance Counselor
Grades 9-12
Sponsored by

Taylor Winfield Technologies

"I will connect my experience in the manufacturing workplace and educate my seniors on the vast
career opportunities available in the manufacturing industry."
Take-Aways

Important skills
Ability to speak & communicate
Interaction with people
Be part of a solution
Team player/fit into a puzzle
Work ethic
Absenteeism not tolerated

STEM

Frank Deley, Vice President of Operations

"Our moin goal was to explain how our company works from beginning to end. Also what type of
in dividuals we are looking for to join our company. Explaining to the educator who is actuolly (J guidon ce
counselor all the soft and hard attributes these individuals need to work here. We emphasized the need
for mathematics and sciences at many different levels."

Angela Cochran
Guidance

School
Grades 9-

Taylor-Winfield Technologies, Inc
3200 Innovation Place

44509
of

Title of the Lesson

Exploring the Man

ng Industry

What's the Connection: I will connect my experience in the manufacturing workplace and
my

Objective of the
things to do is to
The students will

on

vast career opportunities available in

manufacturing industry .

. As a

to high school seniors one of my
into our Senior
and guide
on Post-Secondary
research skills by investigating various careers in manufacturing.

Skills Being Utilized/Eligible Content:
of careers in manufacturing. Students will
manufacturing industry.

will understand and appreciate the importance
knowledge on what careers are available in the

for
er relevant information from multiple
and print
access the creditability
each source; and quote or paraphrase the data and conclusions of
others while
avoiding plagiarism.
Draw evidence from informational texts to

analysis reflection, and research.

Conduct short
project to answer a
or solve a problem; narrow or broaden
the inquiry when
synthesize multiple sources on
demonstrating
the subject under
understanding
Read closely to determine what the text
explicitly and to make logical inferences from
it; cite specific textual evidence when writing or speaking to support conclusions drawn from
the text.

Time: 1
Materials:
Computers
Assignment Handout

Body/Lesson/Activity:
1.

Show class a short video introducing the manufacturing industry.

2.

Distribute assignment handout.
Students will choose 2 careers found in the manufacturing workplace
Students will research and answer the following questions about each career
Job title
Job description
Tra i n ing/skills/edu cation needed
Job outlook
Salary benefits

Conclusion: Each student will then chose one career and present their findings to the class.
Evaluation: Each student will be evaluated and graded on their completion ofthe assignment
and their final presentation.

Karen Cordova
Boardman High School
Physical Science
Grade 9
Sponsored by

Applied Systems & Technology Transfer, LLC

~INVENTOR

cloud)

Mv three takeaways from this experience:
•
•
•

Innovation, creativity, and design thinking can be taught across the curriculum in schools .
Students need the opportunity to use modern manufacturing technology.
Additive manufacturing (3D printing) will revolutionize manufacturing and the economy

"Any time teachers con experience manufacturing first hand they can bring that know/edge and
understanding back to their students. Through programs like this we can teach our students the
importance of manufacturing to our future, our economy and our quality. This program makes it
possible for manufacturers and educators can learn from each other and develop crucial, lasting
partnerships.
l

l

N

Joseph Jeswald, Education Consultant

Karen Cordova
Boardman High School
Physical Science
Grade 9
INVENTOR cloud

Applied Systems & Technology Transfer, LlC
241 West
Street, Suite 508
Youngstown, Ohio 44503
Joseph Jeswald, Education Consultant
Printed Wheels are the
OBJECTIVE OF THE LESSON: Students will use CAD to design, a 0 printer to print,
the classroom floor to test five sets of wheels for maximum speed of a balloonpowered
bottle car,
SK!LLS BEING UTILIZED: CAD, 3-D printing, English to metric converSion, teamwork,
problem solving, Newton's
speed and acceleration calculations, averages

MATERIALS: 18-20 ounce empty
bottle, 8-10~ long piece of 1/8"
dowel
cut in half for the front and rear axles (shish kabob skewers also work nicely),
masking and transparent tape, scissors, 9 or 11'" balloons, bendy straws, stopwatch,
calculator. CAD and
printer, along with live technical support, can be accessed
through INVENTOR cloud if your school has an account with them.

1. Explain to students that they must
the fastest possible wheels for a bottle car.
Brainstorm what features of wheels
increase speed (diameter, thickness,
to students
they
test one wheel feature at a time to determine
impact on SPE,ea
3. With a partner, students will design their first two sets of four wheels for one wheel
feature (such as
using a
program such as 1,2,3 O. (This can
downloaded for
onto a computer, tablet. or iphone.) All wheels in both
will
have the same thickness, such as 118", but one
will have a different diameter than
the other. Students should vary the diameter by
1 inch. Remind students
also include a 3/16" hole in the center of their wheels to accommodate the axle.
Instruct students to save their drawings.
Teach or review with students how to convert inches into centimeters or millimeters,
whichever your CAD program uses. Remind students that 1 inch
cm.
5. Have students print both sets 01 wheels.
6. While wheels are printing, students will construct the body of their bottle car: Holding
the bottle sideways, poke holes in the front and back for the axles. Feed
dowel

=

rods through. Cut the bendy straw in
Tape the
end of the balloon around
one end of the straw, being sure it is air-tight. Tape the straw to the top of the bottle
so that the bent end is easy to
to be blown through,
7. Students will mark a start and
line 3 to 5
apart on
floor with masking
Have students record their distance.
Slip 3-D printed wheels onto axles and time how long it takes each
car the required distance. Time 3 trials
each set of wheels to find
average
time.
9. Have students use their average times to calculate speed. Which set of
gave
the car a faster
Why?
10. Now have the students use CAD to design their
two
of wheels, this time
using
fastest diameter but now varying the thickness (or whatever design
feature
haven't already tested). Wheels should
a minimum of 1/8" but a
maximum of'" thick. Students should vary the thickness by least 3/8".
11.
will print both sets of wheels.
12. Students will test their different thickness wheels by timing how long it takes for
each
carry the car the required distance. Time 3 trials for each
to find
average
13.
students use their
time to calculate speed. Which set of wheels gave
be the
of the a;;:)Lv;;:).
car a faster
Why? Have students
wheels possible.
14. Students will design one last set of wheels to give their car its maximum speed,
Have students predict how much faster they think
wheels will
their car.
their final
design.
1 Students will print and

16.
a. Newton's
laws can be applied to the car. For the 1 and Srd laws,
students to draw a force diagram of their car. Why must the balloon be
inflated? How
car move forward? For
law, have students use
their
set Of wheels but vary the mass of the car by adding
or other
small objects to the
of the bottle. How does mass affect the speed and
acceleration the car assuming the force the air in the balloon is constant?
b.
concepts of aerodynamics and drag as well as CNC mill use can be
car.
students make
test two
incorporated by
the body of
types of car body from wood -- one in the shape of a rectangle, one they
design to be more streamline. This car will be too heavy tb be balloonpropelled so have students test by starting the cars on an incline.
QQNCLUSIQ~:

This lesson demonstrates that math, science, technology, and
manufacturing are all inter-related. It further demonstrates the importance of teamwork

Students will turn in their CAD designs, testing data (track
distance,
speed calculations), and a written summary of their design process
bottle cars.
explaining how they determined which
features m
the

""'-'-"""'-"''--J...JL...I.--...z.J'-'-''='..................<..L.:LI.

Susan Decker
Grove City Area High School
Mathematics
Grades 9 -12
Sponsored by

Pine Instrument Com. pany

Several things stood out for me.
•
First, both shops were very clean and quiet, especially the electrical shop. The machine shop
was much quieter than I expected, with only one part being somewhat noisy.
•
Also, many employees remarked about having to convert from the metric system to our
customary system and vice-versa. I will include that when I teach conversions instead of just
focusing on conversions within one system.
•
Finally, even those employees who say they only use the very basic math at work said math is
important for the problem solving skills, for knowing when a calculation is wrong and being able
to trouble shoot to find a solution to a problem."

n.N'~ Instrument

.~.J

~ Company

"We believe the Educator in the Workplace Program to be very beneficial to all involved (students,
teachers and Pine staff). PINE staff enjoyed preparing for Sue's visit and enjoyed presenting PINE to her.
Sue was a delight to have at Pine. Her exuberance for teaching and dynamic personality made our
contributions to the Program easy. We also think it was helpful that Sue is a teacher at Grove City High
School. Not only did she know some PINE employees

andlor family members, I think the students she

teaches and talks to about her experiences may relate more so to a company in their community. PINE
would volunteer again to participate in the program and would recommend participation to other
manufacturing companies as well. Thank you for giving PINE the opportunity to serve."
Robin Vaughn
HR Manager

Susan Decker
Grove City Area

School

Mathematics Grades 9

12

PINE Instrument Company

101 Industrial Drjve
Grove City, PA

Robin Vaughn, Human Resources

Title: Gyrations within Industrial Machines

====

A component of an industrial machine must gyrate at a fixed angle. This motion is similar

to that of a circular pendulum. Think of a tire suspended from a

swinging in a circle

than

back and forth. The volume traced by the rope's motion is a right circular cone. The
defined as

angle between the rope and vertical, or half the cone's vertex angle. If

than 2 degrees, the true vertical height and slant height of the cone are close enough to
interchangeably.

===::.:. TSW will measure a circular
(representing the
forming a right

(representing

base of a

or height of the cone) and determine the angle of en,!"!>".,,.,"
cone.

=~~~:d."~'~h=_"'" Trigonometry (tan~l), Measurement

a rUler), Vocabulary of cones (baSE,

vertex, height, slant height)

'!:!!92.!!l!!t.enggj~ru;'!]!!!.KJ!J1!!~ 1 class period

lids of various sizes,
calculators

min)

objects

as pencils,

rulers and

Body/Lesson/Activity: Distribute 3 different sized lids and 2 different pencils and a pipe cleaner to
students working in groups of 2 or 3, Have them place the eraser end of the ruler in the center of the
circular lid and tape it to the lid (it should be vertical). Make a loop at the one end of the pipe cleaner
and attach it to the top of the pencil (it should freely move around the pencil). This will simulate the
gyration of the component of the machine. Students then will measure the'diameter of the lid and the
height of the pencil and calculate the angle of gyration (the angle between the pencil and pipe cleaner).
They will complete this for 2 other lids and then switch pencils and complete the process again. They
will include sketches and show their calculations for all 6 samples ,
Conclusion: Once the students have compared their angles of gyrations, have the groups choose one lid
and determine the height of the vertical (pencil) that would be needed to have a 2 degree or less angle
of gyration. Have the students write about their observations. Did they get the results they expected?
Can they summarize their findings?

Evaluation: The students have succeeded if they can complete a sample problem such as:
A technician must confirm her industrial machine operates at a prescribed angle of gyration. She uses a
device that measures horizontal deflection of the moving component as 0.570 inches. This Is the cone's
base. Her measurement is made 13.325 inches below the pivot point (vertex of the cone). What is the
angle of gyration?

Tonya Frost
South Range Middle School
Science
Grade 8
Sponsored bV

Butech Bliss

What's the connection?
The students will be able to understand the connection between building a paper roller coaster in the
classroom and the process of manufacturing in the workplace.

Ryan Hough, Human Resource Manager

"It is important tD nurture relationships with key community stakeholders; nat the least of which are the

area's educational institutions. We feel that by hosting a teacher in our workplace we are in essence
educating them on our organization and the opportunities that we have to offer. After all, the junior
high students of today are the workforce of tomorrow. Butech"5 happy to help impart knowledge to
those who are charged with guiding and educating the young people of our community.
JJ

Tonya Frost
South Range Middle School
th

8 Grade Science

CH
We Bui Id Things. Better.
550 South Ellsworth Avenue, Salem, Ohio 44460
Ryan Hough, 330-337-0000

Building an Amusement Park Roller Coaster

What's the connection?
The students will be able to understand the connection between building a paper roller
coaster in the classroom and the process of manufacturing in the workplace.

Objectives of the Lesson Plan:
The overriding objective of this lesson plan is to understand the existing opportunities in
the manufacturing work place. Student will have the chance to roll play current real life
careers from design to quality control.

Skills Being Utilized/Eligible Content:
The students will develop problem solving skills using logic and reasoning to design and
construct a functioning paper roller coaster given a set amount of constraints. The
stUdents will also be expected to use measuring skill and tools to follow guidelines.
They will also be expected to calculate the speed and distance there vehicle will travel.

Recommended Teaching Time:
recommended teaching time is
lengthy, I would suggest using this lesson for
an enrichment type situation or a year end cumulative project
Week 1 - Rules,

and

...:!":"':'... :"~:-'

Process

Week 2 - Parts assembly. Frame work
Week 3 - Coaster assembly. welding, production control, final

run

Week 4 - Quality control check, Customer (teacher) Satisfaction

Materials:
Paper "".... '..;;,L'... ' supplies,
Foam board,
Clear tape,
Scissors

Body/lesson/Activity:
Each stUdent will be placed into groups and assigned a role that will be comparable a
of the
the roles
profession in the manufacturing workplace, Depending on the
can be doubled up or remain individual jobs. The main
is to continually reinforce
the opportunities in the manufacturing workplace by emphasizing the importance of
each role and how important one is the other,
group will have the following
individual rolls: Engineer/Design, Sales/Marketing, Machine shop workers, Welders.
Assembly, and Quality Control.

Conclusion/Evaluation:
The conclusion

evaluation will be guided by a rubric based on the product outcome.

Assessment will be both formative and summative. A written essay comparing the
different manufacturing roles will conclude the lesson along with a classroom discussion
focusing on what we learned throughout the project.

Stephanie Greathouse
Southington Middle Schaol
Science
Grades 6~
Sponsored by

Howland Machine Corporation

liMy experience at HMC was incredible. Prior to visiting HMC I had an outdated idea of what
manufacturing was all about, had no idea what many skilled tradesmen actually did, and had never
shared the option of manufacturing with my students as a viable career path.
The first thing that stood out during this experience is that critical thinking and problem solving are a
must in the daily life of a machinist.
Their need for sharp math skills was evident as they deciphered blueprints to make cuts on a large piece
of steel, with precision, sometimes to a lOOth of an inch which is about the thickness of three pieces of
paper.
I was pleasantly surprised that the work environment was relatively clean and quiet".

Machining
Technologies, Inc.
"MomJ!DClIlring Tomorrow"s Technology Today!"

a pleasure meeting an educator that
is so excited about the future of her students. I look forward to the partnership with educators that will
share the many opportunities that manufacturing can offer to students who do not wont to attend
coJlege, but still maintain a comfortable lifestyle. The more educated our teachers are about current day
manufacturing the better they will be able to shore that knowledge with their students, our prospective
employees. I welcome teachers and their students to visit Howland Machine Corporation to find out
more about the manufacturing environment.
"It was

H

Bruce V. Dewey, President Howland Machine Corporation

..Manufacturing Tomorrow 's Tedl1/%gy Today!"

Stephanie Greathouse
Southington Middle School
Science Grades 6-8
Stephanie. Greathouse@neomin.org

Howland Machine Corporation
947 Summit Avenue
Niles, OH 44446
Bruce Dewey, President

Small Measurements Activity
In this lesson students will be given a shelled peanut very similar to others in the classroom and

will be asked to use only their observation skills and precise measurements to identi fy their
peanut when mixed in a bag with the gr~up.
What's the Coonection? Machinists measurements need to be precise and in science results can
be distorted if measurements are not precise. Students will practice making precise
measurements.
Lesson Objective: Students will make careful observations and will make precise measurements
to distinguish between several very similar objects. This lesson should be used after lessons on
how to read afractional rule and identifying types of measuring tools.
Recommended Teaching Time: 45 - 90 minutes depending on discussion detail
Materials Needed: Metric/US Standard Rulers or Tape Measures, Calculators, Shelled Peanuts
(Be sure to check for student Allergies) - Calipers and Micrometers are optional
Activity Procedure:
L Instruct students to make no marks on the peanut and tell them they will be trying to identify
their peanut by making a minimum of five careful observations. Observations should be written
down in their science notebooks.
2. Ask students to measure and record the lTIaxlmum length of each pearlUt. This is not as trivial
as it may seem. The maximum length may lie along a diagonal and there will be parallax
problems, depending on where the student places the ruler with respect to the peanut. Students
will need to measure multiple points to determine maximum length.

CHALKER WILDCATS

3. Students will quickly realize that they need to choose a measuring tool to help them closely
observe the peanut. Provide tape measures and rulers for student measuring. (For students who
finish early have them also measure with calipers and micrometers if available.)
4. Students will record their answer as a fraction. They will then need to convert the fractions to
decimals. Let students decide how many decimal pJaces they should record and thus how precise
their observations should be. This variance will later create discussion points about the
importance of precision and accuracy.
5. Collect the peanuts. When collecting, the teacher writes a secret number (only the teacher
knows this number) on each of the peanuts. This will ensure the actual peanuts can be identified.

'IJlIII'I'I'IIJtllUlllIl'IIII1~IIIII'11111 JIIIJI'IIII I1111 III~III Jill J11111'YI'IIIII1I
6. Choose one peanut to measure as a whole class. The teacher measures for the class,
reinforcing how to measure precisely and have students write down YES if they think this is their
peanut. Ifmore than one student claims the peanut discuss problems and possible solutions to the
measuring and testing methods.
7. Allow students an opportunity to use all their observations to identify their peanut. This may
take some time as students will be measuring many peanuts to find theirs.
Conclusion: Discuss with students how accurate and precise measurements are needed by
machinists in skilled trades jobs. Ask students to identify other professions and as well as
everyday uses for these same skills.
Eva)uation: Following the conclusion of the peanut activity, students will be given a written
assessment to evaluate the effectiveness of the lesson.
Differentiation - Measuring Resources:

http://www.funbrain.com/measure/index .html

Educators and Manufacturers Partneri'ng for Success
Student notes and assessment documents are available via email.

Jim Hamm.
Neshannock Township Jr-Sr High School
Civics - Grade 9
POD/Economics - Grade 12
Sponsored by

SUgan PCS

"Working with so many types of employees opened by eyes to all of the occupations within the
manufacturing field. My e)(perience at Silgan will not just impact a couple of lessons here and there in
my senior Economics courses but will be referred to on a near daily basis when discussing careers and

occupation,"

"It wos a pleasure to have Jim Hamm visit our facility. Jim was inquisitive and frequently commented on
how he plans to use his new knowledge and understanding

of the workplace in

presentations. "
Susan Anderson - Human Resource/EHS Manager

his classroom

JimHamm
Jr-Sr High School
Economi cS-12th
Sitgan
1

Northgate Circle

Susan Anderson-HRfRHS Manager
Title of Lesson
Careers in Manufacturing
Connection
From my experience at Silgan, I
a
the manufacturing workplace. I want

awareness of tbe different ..........,..........."."'.

Objective
a variety of manufacturing positions available
Students will analyze and
local newspapers and careerbuilder.com.

Skills

Core ......"..u .....'
Computer-MS Word
Research-Internet-occupations
Presentation-poster
Recommended Teaching Time
Six periods

Materials
Job ads from local newspapers
Computers
Poster board, scissors,
etc
Paper and pencils

In

Body/LessonJActivity
Day J-lecture/discussion/handouts on ma.nultac'turlO
teacher will
several Youtube videos on manufacturing
from a local
or careerbuitder.com
2-students will choose a
computers,
win research the position-requirements.
and
acronyms
students will write a short summary of the position in their own words
Day

computers,
will research the VU'lll-":'UY that placed the ad
win look for lU,-"a.!.lUU, products,
information
students will also research any other infonnation about the company in newspapers,
or online
Day 4-students will be
a chance for
teacher will distribute
teacher will demonstrate/moder
for poster/presentation
posters will
information about the position and the
in ....... "!"";) will have
days to complete poster/presentation on their own time
Days 5 and 6-students will present posters to

Evaluation
",~ ....u.,",u."

will be
poster/presentation
the company.

on their poster and
The objective
to persuade the rest of the dass to apply for
position with

Conclusion
the end of this unit, students have been exposed to many, depending on
types of occupa.tions available in the manufacturing sector of the economy.

Slze,

Mary Hardin
Chaney STEM/VPA
School Counselor
Grades 9-12
Sponsored by

Dearing Compressor
My Takeaways:
•

Manufacturing is alive and well in the Mahoning VaHey

•

There are many opportunities for students who have completed some technical training, such as
weldin!!!, pipe fitting, precision machining, mechanical skills, etc.

•

This experience impressed upon me the importance of the so called soft skills

DEARING
....",
,~.,

~I
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I believe this is a great experience to give the Educators some "real world" examples of careers in
manufacturing to discuss with their students.
Bob Christoff- Human Resources Manager

Mary Hardin
Chaney STEM/VPA
Career Guidance
Grades 9Sponsored by

Dearing Compressor
OF LESSON PLAN:
Opportunities and the Skills Needed in

Manufacturing Workplace

OBJ ECTIVES:
1.) Students will gain knowledge about
2.)
will
understand the importance of soft skills utilized in
manufacturing workplace.

SKILLS BEING UTILIZ
1.) Using the c.omputer to do research about a particular skilled
2.) Reading comprehension
3.) Condensing information onto note
4.)

RECOMMENDED TEACHING TIME:
--Three orfour days

MATERIALS:
1.)
lab
2.} 3 )( 5
3.} Pen or
4.) White
and markers
5.) Informative materials that I gathered

the various trades.

BODY/LESSON/ACTIVITIES:
1.) I will introduce the lesson by sharing with the class my

at Dearing.

I will
what I saw and was told,
of jobs there,
educational
work experiences of
employees, and the
were
emphas·lzed.
2.) I will ask the students to share what they know about the skilled trades. We
will a
what soft skills are and why they are important.
3.) J will
skilled trades on the board.

CONCLUSION:
1.) Pamphlets and various materials that I gathered will be made available at
end of
lesson, This will include contact information.
Students will have the opportunity to schedule individual time with me to
further discuss their interests.

STUDENT EVALUATION
--Students will c.hoose a skilled trade and prepare a 3 to 5 minute speech about
that particular trade to share with their
The
and I
give
verbal feedback and I will give additional feedback to the students in writing.

Adrienne Hetmanski
Austintown Middle School
Math and Science
Grade 7
Sponsored by

Specialty Fab

-----/ ' - - - - liMy experience at Specialty Fab
was very interesting and
rewarding. I was amazed to find
out that Specialty Fab has
supplied steel structures for
Heinz Field, bridge joints for the
Oaklaod San Francisco Bay Bridge
as well as bridges in China. They
also build frames for
compression drills used for
Natural Gas drilling.1I

"It was a pleasure having Adrienn Hetmanski visit us. She was very professional and I think that she hos
a firm grasp on the idea that there are great opportunities available for the children who choose a career
in manufacturing. I believe she intends to expose the children to options other than college and explain
the need for skilJed workers not only to the children but also the parents."
David Hughes
Founder, Owner, President

.J-{etmanski
Austintown MiadTe Schoof
7th graae Science
lty Fab,
11950 South Avenue
North Lima, OH 44452
330 549-1 004
David Hughes, Founder Owner, and President
7

Title:

Energy In the Workplace

Connection:
will understand the real world
they have learned in class.
Objective: Students will discuss how molecules are
temperatures.
Students will

nn<·,o .... 'o.

how heat is

Students will identify the type of

of

by changing

metal
transfer involved in heat bending.

Skills:
3

Energy can be transferred through a variety of

Recommended Teaching Time: 1
Materials:

A metal bar

burners
glasses
to hold the metal
worksheet

period (approx.

minutes)

concepts

Lesson/Body/Activity:
are given a lab "'':'I''''l"\n
record

lesson will be done as a class demonstration.
worksheet to write predictions, answer

and

Students
bar with Bunsen burners placed two inches from
end.
of what will happen when
applied.
teacher
end of the bar. Once students notice the
bending,
compare their prediction to the outcome.
the heat is
follows
answer
with a partner as to why the bar began
which will identify
the molecules in the bar were moving
so
the bar
bend.
Students look
bar to see if they notice any change
was removed.
The bar
slowly move back to its original position.
not
Students write a prediction of what will
if the bar
noticeable
is cooled? Carefully place the metal bar in ice water and allow
that the bar
back the other way. Students write on
worksheet why this
occurred. Students then answer questions related to the type
energy
transfer that occurred. Heating of the bar was through conduction and radiation while
was changed to kinetic energy.
thermal
Conclusion:
and students will discuss scientific
well as real world applications. (Ex: why sidewalks are
why doors are sometimes hard to open in
jOints)
out by

demonstrated as
with
between
why bridges are

a

the lab.

--Students
fabrication.

type of energy transfer occurring during different steps of

-Students calculate the kinetic and potential energy of items in a fabrication plant.

conditioners
certain
on

how bi-metal strips are
on furnaces and air
control the temperature. (When the temperature in a room reaches a
re, the bi-metal strip will bend
to close a circuit and turn
or r conditioner)

Huck Hughes
Columbiana County Career and Technical Center
Welding
Grades 11 and 12
Sponsored by

RBS Manufacturing
My 3 Takeaways:
•

In today's job market students need to see how much goes into running a business

•

Diversity of skills: Math, English, History, Welding

•

How to prepare my students for today's job market goes beyond hard skill set. The soft skill set
is a great addition to their training.

"With your time being limited with the kids, it was great to see you subject them to many different areas
of the trade. These skilled trades are so different from shop to shop; your training will allow them to
better fit in multiple different areas. As on employer I can adjust some of my processes to allow your
students to fit better in our workforce.
N

Richard Severs
Vice President, Owner

HUCK HUGHES
COLUMBIANA COUNTY CAREER AND TECH CENTER
WELDING
GRADES 11 AND 12

RSS MANUFACTORING
145 EAST MARTIN STREET
EAST PALENSTINE OHIO 44413

VICE PRESIDENT - RICK SEVERS Jr.

LESSON PLAN
HOW A COMPANY OPERATES
Objective
To
students for the transition from high school to industry by garnering understanding of how businesses
operate and using this infonnation to assist making a smooth transition into their future career. This project is a
cros&-Curricular unit \
Financial

o

Students will look at all financials and how you would figure out all of the financials associated
with
a business.

o

Students wilJ understand benefit fll1'-'IU1!:>C:S.- (wages,vacations,insurances)

o

Students will gain a complete knowledge of how companies estimate projects with all the above
items factored in.

o

Students will write up an estimate and make sure operational costs are covered and set up a
budget.

Literacy:
o

Students will understand writing and how it applies to running a business effectively

o

Students will look at writing business documents necessary in running a business (quotes,
estimates, etc)

o

Students write descriptions of the products

o

Students will practice

o

Students will develop speaking/communication skills ll.Yll'TnnriRte. for the workplace.

skills,

Welding and Materials Joining:
o

Students will understand creating a blueprint

o

Students will understand

o

Students will understand customer relations and "'''v ........... of their project.

o

Students will utiJize the different equipment in weld Jab to create prototype.

a nrll,r,.,rUi'lP,

1. Students will be separated into groups to establish a mock company. They will be expected to run everything
exactly the way a business owner would have to do things when creating a start-up business,
2. Each student is given a role in their company: Le. president, sales leader
3. Students create a company name and then
a project that they believe will have positive sates in our area.
This would require research of the market and the economic area in which they will be
4. Students will design Ii product, create a blueprint, and create an estimate for the project using additional costs:
Materials
Manpower
Shop costs
5. Students to fabricate a prototype ofaheir W;;~~l!t,!l:> in weld lab
6. Students will collaborate with the interactive media dass to create an infomercial for their product to be broadcast

at lunch.
7. The items created will be produced per orders taken and aU ",,.,.,,,,,,,,.11<> will go towards winter coats and supplies for
the
career path
materials
8. Proceeds from the

will go towards suppJies for students' prototypes

9. As part of the project, students will be required to research items such as:

Market for project:
Costs of similar items that may be available from outside sources
How to create a
business: n.·lt~'jj·~·!1'£n~lQA,gQ~Q!lJ~tillill.QYJ::..~~~~ill,tl!!~!m§uru~.
Uses of product and population they will be marketing to.
10, Students to write a paper outlining the project and the learning experience of the projects, making sure that they
of the project
reflect on all
the what they have learned from the process of how a company operales .

Pam Lubich
Chaney STEMjVPA Campus
STEM Coordinator
Sponsored by

Thomas Steel Strip - Tata Steel Plating

"I had a wonderful experience at Thomas Strip and would encourage all educators to take advantage of
opportunities like this.

"For Thomas Steel it is nice to see the Educators and Manufacturing concerns in the Manoning Valley
working together to develop a pathway for the future of our youth and communities.
Patricia Mohney
Director Human Resources

H

Pam Lubich
STEMNPA Campus
STEM Coordinator

Market
Warren, Ohio 44485

of the Lesson Plan: Is a Manufacturing Career Right For You?
the Connection?: The manufacturing sector has long had
finding skilled applicants
at the same time we
unemployment. Part of
reason for this may be that students
never considered manufacturing as a career.

_fe.,,,,,..• The object of this

is to introduce early high
research

industry and to
Being UtilizedfEligible

to careers in the

skills.

"-"u ........... .

CCSS ,ELA-LITERA CY, W.9-1 0,7
Conduct short as well as more sustained research projects to answer a question (including a selfgenerated question) or solve a problem; narrow or broaden the

when appropriate; synthesize

multiple sources on the subject, demonstrating understanding of the subject under investigation,

10.8
relevant

sources, using

searches effectively; assess the usefulness of each source in
information into the text

to maintain the flow of

the research au~;stlon:

ntp,crrJ'l:tl'.

plagiarism and following a

standard format for citation,

CCSS.ELA-LlTERACY ,SL,9-1 0.4
Present information, TU''''''''''''C and supporting evidence clearly, corlClselY and logically such that
listeners can foHow the line of reasoning and the

development, substance,

are

appropriate to purpose, aU£llerlce, and task.

CCSS,ELA-LITERACY,SL,9-10.5
Make strategic use
presentations to enhance

Recommended Teaching

media (e.g., textual,

1U8omCSI.

of findings,

approx 5 class periods

Materials: computers/laptops/tablets, posterboard,

audio, visual, and interactive elemems in
and evidence and to

BOdy!Lesson/Activity:
Teacher will introduce manufacturing careers using a variety of resources.
•
•
•

www.iexploremanufacturingcareers.com
http://www.careerme.org/
http://www.manufacturingiscool.com/

Students will work in pairs. Each pair will choose a manufacturing career to research. Teacher will
make available a list and assure that no 2 groups research the same career. Careers to include
Welding/Welding Engineer, CNC Machine Operators, Engineering Technicians, CAD Operator,
Skilled Assemblers etc. Students will create a presentation to share their research. Presentation
should include duties of the job, training required, salary, job outlook. Presentation can be in a
variety of fonnats: Power Point, video, poster etc.
Conclusion:
Students will present their research.
Evaluation:
Presentations will be evaluated with a rubric with an emphasis on the quality of research and
presentation.
Rubric Examples:
http://bie.orglobject/document/9 12 presentation rubric cess aligned
WWw.scsc.k12.in.us/SMS/ .. ./ElEMENT%20PROJECT%20RUBRIC.doc

http://www.ppmhcharterschool.orglourpages/auto/20 I O/l/S/34171780IPresentation%20Rubric.

nQf

Charles McErlane
Commodore Perry School District
Substitute Teacher
Sponsored by

lisco Extrusions

"My experience at !lIsco Extrusion Inc. was a positive experience that provided valuable insight into the
manufacturing world.

"Making products that are
useful and needed is
extremely rewarding."
John Thigpen, General
Manager

,~------------,-----)
"The mentality that working in a plant or in the manufacturing field is Jess than working in any other
fields needs to be reshaped. People need to understand that manufacturing is a dynamic field worthy of
the best and brightest our schools have to offer.
J}

Howard Swartz, Engineering Manager

Charles Mcl ·:r\ane
Commodore Peny High School
All Gmde/Subject Subslitute
lisco l-:xtrusions Inc .
93 Werner Road
Greenville, PA 16125-9434
Me Gary Jones, Operations Manager
GJones@J!sco com
(724) 589-5888

Understanding Fractions and the Amount they Represent

WHAT IS THE CONNECTION;
Having a solid grasp 011 fractions kads to fewer mistakes in the extrusion process. less mistakes leads to
better production and better production results il1 a satisfied customer.

OBJECTIVE OF THE LESSON PLAN:
I. Students will construct a tan gr::ll11 puzzle and detennine the fractional parts of the tan gram.
2. Students wi 11 compare the value of fractions to determine the larger fraction.
SKIUS RElNG UTILiZED
I , Understanding of numbers and operations
2. Understanding of various ways of representing numbers
3. Relationships between numbers and number systems
4. Analyze various characteristics and properties of two and three dimensional
geometric shape
5. Develop mathematical discussion points as they relate to geometric shapes
6. Describe special relationships using coordinate geometry and other
representational systems
7. Apply transformation and use symmetry to assist in analyzing mathematical
situations
8. Use spatial reasoning as well as geometric modding to solve problems

RECOMMENDED TEA CHING TIME:
45-60 minutes

MATERIALS:
1 piece of construction paper per student (6 inches by 6 inches)
t pair scissors per student

/JOD YILESSONIA CTIVITY
Pass out the construction paper and scissors to each of the students. Have the students Follow the oral
directions being provided. Be certain to ensure that all students are on the same step of the process before
proceeding.
1.

2.
3.

Fold the large square in halfin a diagonal manner, Cut paper along the fold_ You should now
have 2 congruent triangles.
Take one of your triangles and fold it in half so that it fonus two triangles. (save these two
pieces)
Take the large triangle that is left and fold it so the point of the triangle touches the midpoint
of the base of the triangle. Cut the triangle that is formed from the fold.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Questions

The remaining shape forms a trape:Wl,d. Fold the trapezoid so that the long base and the
meet.
shorter lOp
Unfold the top half of the paper to the middle of the
top
down to the opposite side original bottom
Unfold from the
The shape now has three folds. Cut on the folds and save the four
(2 triangles, 1
square,

1. Name the 7
that have been formed. Use geometric terms to describe
each of the shapes formed.

2, Are anyofthe
Have the students
the tan gram
so that they form the original
they started with. Now have the students fmd the fractional value of the
tan gram. Students may assume the original vaJue is 1.

EVALUATION
1. Students will name the Seven
that have bcen formed
I. 1 Square: all sides
sides are parallel
2. 2
Isosceles
3 sided figure, base
are equal, both

3.
4.

5.

opposite sides are congruent and parallel
2 smaU Congruent Isosceles Triangles, three sided figure, base angles are
congruent
I medium sized Isosceles triangle, three sided figure, base angles are equal, both
congruent

2. Are any of the
1.
2

2.

are

are
are

Elaine Meals
United Local High School
Calculus, Pre-Calculus, Advanced Geometry
Grades 9-12
Sponsored by

General Motors - Lordstown Complex

"I was able to see many areas for math and
computer science applications that I will be
able to take back to my students. Students
enjoy learning when it is connected to real
life. My top three takeaways from this
experience would be to enhance my real
world classroom instruction to include
additional spreadsheet capabilities (Excel),
statistics/data analysis, and problem solving
techniques."

_.._.. _.._,- - 1" - " - ' - ' - ' - " - " -"- " - " -"-" - ' - ' - ' - " - " - " - ' --- ' . -.

"It was a pleasure to have Elaine Meals
shadow our GM team at Lordstown as she
developed a better understanding of the

application of math in the manufacturing
workplace.

D

Darren Ford
:

Engineering Group Manager - Cruze

L ._ .. _ .. ___ _ .. _ .. _ .. _ .. _ .. _ .. _ .. _ .. _ .. _ .. _ .. _ . . _ .. _ .. _ .. _ .. _ .. _
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Elaine Meals
United Local High School
Calculus, Pre-Calculus, Advanced Geometry - Grades 9-12
Lesson Plan Title: Customer Satisfaction Statistical Survey
Lesson Objectives:

•
•
•

Develop a statistical customer satisfaction survey
Collect and summarize statistical data with an excel spreadsheet
Use data to make informed judgments and recommendations for improvement

Skills Utilized:

•
•

Excel - spreadsheet capabilities
Common Core Statistics and Probability Cluster: Make inferences and justify

Conclusions from sample surveys, experiments, and observational studies
(Standards: 9-12.IC 3, 9-12.IC 4, 9-12.ICS, 9-12.I(6)
Recommended Teaching Time:

•

Approximately five class periods for teaching time and group work

Materials:

•

Laptops with Microsoft Excel

Body/Lesson/Activity:
Day 1 & 2:

•

•

•
•

Give students an overall understanding of the need to constantly evaluate
customer satisfaction of a manufactured product (ex. GM analyzes customer
satisfaction data of the cars they produce). Instruct students on how to analyze
quality data using excel spreadsheets.
Walk through an example with the students using a hypothetical customer
satisfaction survey about the school cafeteria. Showcase the excel capabilities to
summarize and graph the results in several ways.
Have students utilize this data to define what areas should be analyzed to improve
cafeteria customer satisfaction.
Have students break up into groups of 3-4. Have them come up with a "real life"
school example where customer satisfaction data will help them to make
decisions on where they can improve a product or service. Have students come

\I

\I

up with 10 questions that they can use to obtain information to measure the
customer satisfaction levels. Students should quantify each response (for
example 1, 2, 4/ or 5 with 1 being low satisfaction and 5 being high satisfaction).
Students should divide up the responsibility to survey their peers, making sure
that a diverse population is being considered.
Provide each
with a
which
to evaluate their
performa nce.

Day 3:
II

II

II

Groups will enter all survey data and summarize their findings using tables and
graphs in excel.
Students should sort and analyze the data using IIPareto's principle" as a guide to
determine the highest priority issues that will improve customer satisfaction.
group should come up with several recommendations which can
supported by their findings to improve customer satisfaction.

Day 4:
II
Ii

On the third day, student groups will present their findings to the class.
Class members will perform a peer review
each groups'
nce using the
pre-established rubric. Students will quantify each response (for example 1, 2) 3,
4, or 5 with 1 being low satisfaction and 5
high satisfaction).

Student Evaluation· Day
II

Each group will receive the feedback from their peers. They will summarize this
data in a sprea
and use these results to critique their own work. Each group
will then summa
what they would do differently if they were given this project
will be given for
group's ability
do a second
Additional bonus
to learn from
mistakes.

Conclusion:
•

At General Motors, the quality control department is continually monitoring
customer satisfaction data in order to improve their product. With so much data
to monitor and prioritize, companies like General Motors are continually utilizing
spreadsheet type programs to aid them in defining and prioritizing their
improvement projects. In this lesson} students will be given a real world customer
analyze
recommendations. They will also use this
same
and
own

Robert Olesky
Trumbull County Career & Technical Center
Welding & Employability
Grades 11-12
Sponsored by

Starr Manufacturing

My three takeaways from my four days at Starr were:
•

Communication

•

Collaboration

•

Attention to Detail

Dale Foerster
Vice President

"We as a team and without exception have looked forward to the opportunity to have teachers
intensively learning about what we do, skills we need, and enjoying hands-on experience in operations
and in helping us to actually produce some of our product while they learn.
We believe that teachers are the key to bringing relevancy of the real world into the classroom and into
helping to translate required curriwlo into real-world, applicable experiences with meaning for the
studen ts - and with on understanding of the new kinds of careers available in manufacturing and the
kinds of skills needed."

Lesson Plan

Applications and Interviews
Overview
Description: Students will practice completing a job application and participate in a mock interview.

Objective
The students will:
Examine the "Dos and Don'ts" of completing a job application
Exhibit appropriate behavior during a mock job interview

Materials
Job Application
(PDF) from Spell Well! 50 Quick) Fun-Filled Ways to Help Kids of All
Learning Styles Masters Their Spelling Words and/or a variety of job applications from various local
businesses.
Career Portfolios and Resumes from Lesson One
Writing paper/pencils
Chart paper
Transparency of a job application
Overhead Projector
Interview Questions

Set Up and Prepare
Copy the Job Application printable for each student and/or collect a variety of job applications from
various local businesses, Each Student should have two blank applications.
Divide the class into groups of four students each .
If you wish, send home a note informing parents that students will be involved in mock job interviews
on a specified date, encouraging each to dress appropnately during that class period .
On chart paper or transparency, write the following journal prompts for Partll:
• Describe five ideas, accomplishments, strengths, skills, or personal qualities that you think would
best "sell" yourself to an employer.
• What are your personal skills and abilities, and how do they relate to a particular job? Write about
specific examples of how you have used them.
• What are your weaknesses, and what steps are you taking to improve them?
• Describe your ideal work environment, which may include the kinds of companies and their
philosophies, physical enVironment, types of people with who you work, amount of supervision,
and types of responsibilities.
• Describe your educational background. How is it relevant to your deSIred job?
Write the following Job Acquisition DeSCriptions on chart paper for Part II.
A. JOB AVAILABLE: Typist
EXPERIENCE: Office assistant at local high school
SKILLS: Typing, 60 wpm
EDUCATION: Business certificate

B. JOB AVAILABLE: Salesllnventory Clerk
Wei-Mart cashier and stock person
SKILLS:
communicator, cash
EDUCATION: High School Diploma
C, JOB AVAILABLE: Mechanic trainee
MechaniC for Reliable
SKILLS: Capable of completely overhauling or rebuilding mast car engines
EDUCATION: Certificate In Auta Mechanics

Directions
PART I - APPLICATIONS
Step 1: Introduce this lesson by handing each student the Jab Application Printable as they walk into the
classroom, Instruct them to complete the application as though they were applying for a job right now. It
they have a job, they may use that as a reference. If not,
them to think
where they would like to
worle Encourage them to use the Information from their resumes and career portfolios to help them.
Step 2: Collect the applications. Ask students to assemble in their small groups. Redistribute the
applications randomly,
each team to critique them. The team should generate a
of positive
aspects
suggestions for improvement for each application.
3: Upon
ask
team to share their lists.
a discussion of common errors
ways to improve. Using the transparency, model a complete application. Make sure students understand
the following list of lidos
don'ts."

DO
•
•
..
..
•
•
,.

Read the form thoroughly so that you put relevant information in appropriate sections
Follow the instructions accurately
ink calor, coniinuation sheets, block capitals)
Answer
questions
evidence from
experience which
you
Know what job involves
Keep a copy of your form so
you can use it to
for an interview or
Write using active wards and
statements
Put a positive emphasis on your experiences

ather farms

DON'T
•
..
•
..
•

Leave any
blank
Write illegibly or crass things oui
Fail to research the employer and the type of work for which you are applying
Leave gaps in your employment/study record
Misspell wards

Step 4: Explain that a standard application form is an opportunity for students to promote their

Lisa Perry
Youngstown City Schools
English
Grades 9-10
Sponsored By

Specialty Fab, Inc
"I signed up for this experience with trepidation. How was I going to relate 32 hours of experience in a
steel fabrication shop to my secondary English classes? I love a challenge but after my first day on the
job I was pleasantly surprised to find out that the challenge was not going to be making my lesson
relative, it was going to be choosing which skill 1wanted to focus on to create my lesson,H
I thoroughly enjoyed this class. My mind was full of ideas and extensions to this lesson and this venture
into the manufacturing world, I learned a lot."

Specialty Fab

"We are proud to have our public educators in our workplace. We feel that we are opening new learning
poths for the educator but we also learn Q great deal from the educator in our workplace. This is Q great
opportunity for both groups of manufacturing and education systems to keep in touch with, to Jearn
from, and to build a long lasting relationship."
David Hughes
Founder, Owner, President

Ltso. f'CTT'1
Eo.s~ HtSk 5c'00L
E"'-SLtsk GTo.d.C.S '1-1
Specialty Fab
Owner
11960 South Ave.
North Lima, OH 44452

Dave Hughes,

Title:
Connection: The students will
paper airplane. They will also
step by
without written
prints and un-itT"."
order for

writing instructions on how to
a
making a paper airplane from seeing a
This a
simulation to the blue
on a blue print
revisions that
shop.

A",,,,,, AVA'

Objective: Apply knowledge of transitional words,
create a set

and passive

to

instructions.

Skins:

coHaboration and

and

communication.

Teaching

. Two 90 minute blocks

Materials: [nternet access,

of visual instructions see

Choose the number of designs per group.
paper/pen or computer access
composing and rulers.
Copies of "How to Catch River
see
http://grammar.about.com/od/essayassignments/a/rivercrabsessay.htm

Lesson:
..
II

..
..
..

Introduce lesson by
and practicing
and passive vocabulary.
for
students into
students read a copy
questions aboutthe essay.
Go over answers and
taking turns

transitional words

and answer
group

3

..
..
..

..

Give a brief explanation of the next lesson.
Each group is to create a business name (explain that their business will be
making airplanes)
Design a Logo
following days
to
a
assignment

Day2
..
..
..
..
..
..

Students will
into their groups
Have them display
business name and logo in
of their group
Hand out copies of
instructions to one of
airplanes
Each group is instructed to create a set of written instructions for making the
airplane
When groups are done writing instruct them to
directions with the
other groups
Each group then instructed to follow the
to make the plane.

Conclusion:
through written
work force.

to understand
the use of precise

of communication
Ah~'~h- for application in the

Evaluation: The students will self assess each
ing to participation in
each group. There will also
a grade assessed for group written instructions. A
rubric will be designed for written expectations.
Extensions:
• Challenge each plane a race
• Use mathematics to determine angles
.. Have students build something by using specific materials
supplied by
and write directions see if it can
duplicated by foHowing student written directions

4

Beth Queen
Poland Seminary High School
Biology, Anatomy & Physiology, AP Biology
Grades 9-12
Sponsored by

Brilex Industries

---------~--------

~

(r

My experience at Brilex was
wonderful. The concepts and
applications that I was exposed to
are priceless. I will be able to take
so much of what I experienced back
into Poland's science department
and better prepare students for
future education and employment./I

y -------~~
"Increasingly, teachers and employers must work
together to ensure that teaching and learning are both
relevant and focused on the competitive job market
graduates are entering.
As teachers gain more industry-based experiences and
better understand the modem workplace, they're
better equipped to bring the world of work into the
classroom.
In a short period of time it was evident that Beth
Queen's enthusiasm and passion for education made
the interaction process between Bri/ex employees and
herself a valuable exchange of information."
Frank Ingrao
Director of Continuous Improvement and Qualitv
Systems

II'

Brilex

GrOU!)

BETH QUEEN
POLAND SEMINARY HIGH SCHOOL
HUMAN ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY (11-12)
BRILEX INDUSTRIES, INC.
1201 CRESCENT ST.
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO 44501
FRANK INGRAO'" DIRECTOR OF CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT &
QUALITY SYSTEMS
TITLE: MODELING" MANUFACTURING OF THE fimpQired) HUMAN KNEE
CONNECTION: Students will model the manufacturing process from
estimating through shipping. Product is scaled & 3D printed human knee with
chosen impairment.
OBJECTIVE/SKILLS/CONTENT: Students will work in teams to plan,
create, and analyze product: will study & analyze anatomy of knee/leg
phYSiology, use Excel spreadsheets, Gantt charts, 3D printer
(ODE Learning Standard- Biology- Science Inquiry & Application): uUse

technology and mathematics to improve investigations and communications"
and "Recognize and analyze explanations and models"
TEACHING TIME: '" three 52 minute periods
MATERIALS: Computer & software (Excel, etc), 3D printer, filament, &
software, anatomy text &/or internet access; job descriptions
LESSON/ACTIVITY: Students will be in process of studying human bones &
bone markings; Class size'" 30
-Students places into 3 groups of ",10 by instructor
-Students self-aSSign 1-2 people within each group for each assigned job
title (Estimator, Project Manager/Scheduler, Quality Control Manager,
Fabricator, Machi nist/ Assembler, Inspector/ Shi ppi ng manager)
- Students will study the anatomy & phYSiology of the healthy human knee
(bone, muscle & connective tissue form & function)

- Students will review job descriptions, plan & execute the 3D printing of a
fractured/arthritic/osteoporotic human knee (one 3D file provided as an
option)
- Finished product parts will be labeled (bones, muscles, connective tissues)
- Excel spreadsheet to be used to calculate at least cost of materials and
labor
- Gantt chart to be used for planning/ progress checks
- GrabCAD to be used for Bill of Materials
- Finished project with summary & analysis to be submitted to customer
(instructor) for payment (grading)
CONCLUSION: Submission of final product and analysis (comparison of
impaired knee to healthy knee, job summary by position, addendum noting
possible improvement techniques)
EVALUATION: Self- evaluation (40 pts) and instructor evaluation (60 pts)
Self evaluation: Each student will score each group 1-10 pts for completed
project based on assigned parameters (finished product quality & analysis
quality). Scores for each group will be averaged and used in 40 pt total. 30
pt score to be assigned by Project Manager & Quality Controller for each
group member, remaining positions agree upon 30 pt score for PM/QC. As
assisted/approved by instructor
Instructor evaluation: Each group is scored by rubric. 10 pts each for the
follOWing: anatomical correctness, use of spreadsheet/chart, use of 3D
printer, product quality, job efficiency (team approach), and job analysis
(comparison of impaired knee to healthy knee, procedure summary,
addendum)
-5 extra points available for presenting job summary with 5 SOP's included
(standard operating procedures)

Diann Ruozzo
Farrell, Hermitage, Kevstone, Sharon & Sharpsville School Districts
Career Awareness Program
Grades 7-10
Sponsored by

Berner International Corporation

H

After being at Berner for 4 days, , have

HproOr' of how math, reading, grammar,

etc. related to manufacturing. It was really
interesting to see all the ways these skills
are used by each of the positions in
manufacturing."

"Diann Ruouo was extremely interested in
what we do at Berner International.
I do believe it provided her with a good background

of what is expected of employees in the workplace.
Hopeful/y, this knowledge will help her convey
to her students the importance of learning what is being
taught. "
Mark McNulty
Chief Financial Officer
Berner International Corporation

Diann Ruozzo
Farrell, Hermitage, Keystone, Sharon, & Sharpsville School Districts
Career Awareness-Grades 7 - 10
Berner International Corporation
111 Progress Ave. New Castle, PA 16101
Georgia Berner - Owner/CEO
Mark McNulty - Chief Financial Officer
Caitlin Bobanick - HR Generalist
Lesson Title: What skills are employers looking for in their employees?
Connection: Helping students realize certain hard and soft skills are needed to maintain a job
Objectives: (taken from Academic Standards for Career Education and Work)
13.1.11 - Complete two assessments (interest inventory, Wonderlic [sample], and personality)
13.2.11 - Complete a job application; demonstrate workplace skills (includes attitude,
punctuality, attendance, communication, commitment, dependability, reliability, initiative,
time management, teamwork, technical, literacy, math , computer, and getting along with
others)
Skills Being Utilized/Eligible Content: Relevance of hard and soft skills; job search and hiring
process; how to fill out an application properly
Recommended Teaching Time: Two periods-one to show power point and talk about hard and
soft skills, relating my experience in the manufacturing workplace, and the hiring process and
the second to actually give them an interest inventory, a sample Wonderlic test, a personality
survey, and fill out an application
Materials: Power Point, Interest Inventory, Wonderlic Test (sample), and Application
Body: Discuss and view power point about manufacturing and my experience at Berner. During
second period, have students complete Inventory, Wonderlic, and Application.
Conclusion: Sum up definition of hard and soft skills and why they are important to have them;
discuss things that interested them in manufacturing at Berner
Evaluation : Students will write a paragraph about the importance of hard and soft skills in the workplace. They will also be able to list a variety of hard and soft skills . Students will also explain
what the job search, application, and hiring process involves.

Richard Scarsella
Choffin Career & Technical Center
Vocational Coordinator
Grades 11-12
Sponsored by

KTSDILLC

"The Themes of cotiaboration, cross-training, and communication were very evident. These "soft skills"
are needed in today's workplace."

"Richard Scarsella, our Educator in the Manufacturing Workplace, was very interested in our company
culture. He was able to spend time with each department and observe our basic processes. In closing
this has been a positive expen'ence and we would welcome the opportunity to participate in future
programs. "
Vickie Soroka, Project Manager

Richard S. Scarsella
Choffin Career &I Technical Center, Youngstown, Ohio
Vocational Education, Grades 11-12

KTSDI
8(Jl f. Middletown Road
Youngstown, Ohio 44452

Lesson Plan Title: What are soft skiJIs in the workplace?
Connection: Students of today need soft skills' competencies to become the workers of tomorrow.

Lesson Plan Objective: Students will explorejidentify/explain/compare/contrast what soft skills are and why
they are important for employment.
Skills Used: Computer skills, Investigative skills, and Analysis skills.

Recommended Teaching Time; One class period, no less than forty-five minutes.
Materials: Computer access, Poster materials, Markers, Tape.

Bodv/Lesson/A ctiv;ty:
1) Stude nts will be grou ped in grou ps of four, with a reporter and recorder determined.
2) Students will be instructed to use the computer to explore what the phrase soft skills means and to
make notes on the same. Students will be told to differentiate soft skills from hard skills.
3) Students will list examples of soft skills on the posters, using markers.
4) Groups will tape their posters around the room.
S) Students will compare and contrast notes from each group, while reporters report findings.
6) Students will be instructed to prioritize six necessary soft skiJJs for general employment.
7) Each group will give their reasons for their selections.
8) Students will note similarities and differences in their selections.

Vocabulary: Soft skills, Hard skills, Teamwork, Communication, Flexibility, Patience, Time Management, SelfMotivation, Positive Attitude, Work Ethic, Dependability, Critical Thinking, Creativity, Emotional Intelligence.
Conclusion: Posters will stay posted around the classroom. Students will be encouraged to self-reflect
on what "soft skills" they now possess and on what "soft skills" they need to develop for employment.
fllaluation/Assessment~ A Pre-test and Post-test, either teacher-made or industry/government

sponsored, will be utilized. Thev do not need to be administered on the day of the lesson.
Resources:

Career Builder Survey, Harris Poll, February 10, 2014 - March 4, 2014.
Soft Skills to Pay the Bills, United States Department of labor, 2014 edition.

Tiffanee M. Seames
Ashtabula County Technical and Career Campus
English
Grade 10
Sponsored by

Starr Manufacturing

liThe key part of my week at

Starr Manufacturing was the
opportunity to experience a

Real World Scenario and to
identify the aspects that are

parallel to my classroom."

"We believe that once again we have been
blessed with outstanding teachers who have
gone beyond requirements and made thi.s
pilot program a success we know will hoppen
their enthusiasm and expressed desire ta shore
their experiences and new knowledge with their
students and fel/ow teachers, administrators
and counselors.
II

Dale Foerster
Vice President, Starr Manufacturing

Englisb 10

Asbtabula County Tecbnical and Career CampllS

Tiffanee M. Seames

Starr Manufacturing

417S Warren-Sbaron Road

Warren, OB 44473-9524

Dale Foerster, VP

Procedural Technical Writing
What's tbe Connection: Within Starr Manufacturing, each work order is accompanied by a traveler. The
traveler accompanies the work order and is the procedure for each division to follow. The directions on the traveler
are based on tenninology that would be found in each specific division. The employees are responsible for reading,
comprehending and following the travelers step by step. The traveler is a tangible representation of the instructions
for each division and employee who plays a role in developing the product from beginning to end.

Objective:
The objective of this lesson is for students to competently impart and exchange infonnation
regarding a specific use of tools and materials to create a useful final product. The students will need to
communicate knowledge, skills and processes to follow to their peers. Each student will use their knowledge of
their own skills and abilities to determine the value and validity of the information exchanged, as well as interact
with their peers in order to clarify any miscommunication identified.
Skills being utilized.leligible content:
~
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Ability to understand and analyze explicit and inferential ideas
Detennine the meanings of technical terminology
Analyze the cumulative impact and effectiveness of specific terminology
Analyze various formats of procedural technical writing. including print, video demonstrations,
etc.
Evaluate and assess what is relevant and sufficient
Write explanatory texts to examine and convey complex ideas. context & information
Introduce and organize complex ideas, concepts, and infonnation
Use precise language and domain specific vocabulary
Establish and maintain a formal style and objective tone
Produce clear and coberent writing
Use technology to produce, publish, and update writing product
Initiate and participate effectively in a range of collaborative discussions
Integrate multiple sources of information
Evaluate a writer's organization and communicate verbally with the writer
Demonstrate a command of the conventions of standard English grammar
Apply knowledge of language to understand how it functions in different contexts

Recommended Teaching Time: 240 minutes of classroom time split up over the course of 8 days.
Materials:

Various instructional documents (simple to complex texts)
Procedure writing example from Starr Manufacturing
Instructional videos (school tube), Powerpomt on Technical Writing
Pen, Paper, Highlighters, Computers, Internet access
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View and
notes
the PowerPoint on
Writing.
10
(two brains are better than
one)
types of technical writing they are familiar (give a few minutes). Remind students to
as far back in
as they can remember
recall more
which could be considered
writing (a
more minutes). Discuss how "procedural" works into technical writers. Students will then get up and go to
on the board
types
technical writing
may come across in the future.
Discuss what their use ofprocedurnl technical writing will be in
future. How can they use it today? (Apply
to their career lab and how the
Standards affect PTW). Discuss objectives oflesson product
assignment.
Read and analyze various instructional documents. Watch instructional videos. Discuss key words}
of procedure, relevance, impact,
etc. (Quality
organization, text complexity,
Provide procedural writing example from Starr Manufacturing (XYZ Manufacturing). Read individually,
analyze,
aspects. content or organizational
that are recognized.
and contrast both
procedures (SOP vs QMP), defme use vs. usefulness.
Students designate fmal product (on contract form) and produce a pre-writing activity of their choice.

Students read

peers pre-writing activity, determine positives and ""'n,,,,",,,," (QA). Make

adjustments to pre-writing.
computers,
a template, set up heading (following written
Microsoft Word (tables and such).
a procedural technical
bunk beds, swing
etc).

the students'
packets.

J4l"nnT'''''m

are

Up&
QA
Contract
Pre-Writing
QA (others)
Checkpoints
Final Rubric

fmal product (doghouse,

procedural technical writing packets. We will also give the packets to
instructor to address any
in
procedural technical writing

+, I, or-

Notes
Two

Students will
Discovery

building of a

I, or ~ (self-evaluation)
+, I, or-

I, or - (self-evaluation)

Kara Sertlck
East Youngstown City Schools
Math
Grades 7-8
Sponsored by

Dearing Compressors
"On July t h through the lOu.., I spend thirty-two hours in the manufacturing workplace. I had
no idea wh at to expect with this. What I saw was abso Iutely am ali ng. Dea ri ng
manufacturers custom built units for natural gas compressors. This has been an excellent
learning program for me to share with mv students. There was so much I did not know
anything about. I got to experience these things firsthand. I will tell my students what great
opportunities wait in the trades if they invest knowledge into themselves."
L. _ .._ .. _ .._ .. ___ _ ,, _ .. _ .. _ .. _ .. ____ __ ,, _, _"_"_"_" _ "_" _" _"_"_" _"_"_"_ " _"_ " _' _ ._ .. _ .. ___ ___ ___ ,, _ __ _ __ . _ ,_"_,,

"We appreciated the enthusiasm that Kora Sertick brought to this exercise! It seems that she got a lot
out of this experience that she will share with her students."
Bob Christoff
Human Resource Manager

Kara Sertick (Pages 3 and 4)
East- YoungstoWTI City Schools
Math- 7th & 8th Gra<Ul

Dearing Compressor and Pump
3974 Simon Rd. Youngstown, Ohio 44512

Robert ChristafflHR

Ratios and Proportions in the Manufacturing Workplace

Connection- Ratios and proporti<ms are used evwyday in the manufacturing workplace.
Objective of the lesson PlanMathematics Model Curriculum
Domain: Ratios and Proportional Relationships
Cluster: Analyze. proportional relationships and use them to solve real-world aOO mathematical problems.
Standards:

1. Compute unit rates associated with ratios of fractions, including ratios of lengths, areas and other quantities
messUfed in like or different units.

2c. Represent proportional relationships by equations.
Skills Being U1llized: Students will utiIJze their skills of setting up proportions. This will include common algebra skills such as

setting up algebfaic equations and solving for a variable.
Recommended Teaching Time: This can be taught in a ninety minute block period, and should be reviewed later to reinforce
skills.
Materials: Students will use papaf', pencils, and they can work in partners if needed.
Activity:
Problem #I 1: A bottle scrubber at Dearing Compressor has a diametaf' of three feet. Sticking out of the scrubber is
a pipe that measures 1.5 feet in diameter. Deering Compressor needs another bottle saubber that is 3 times bigger in
diameter than the original scrubber. How big in diameter does the new pipe h8ve to be in Q(der to match the proportions of
the previous scrubber?
Problem N2: A pipe sales company recently made a sate !hat cons.isted of five PVC tubes for twenty dollars. If
Dearing Compressor wents to pUfChase 15 PVC pipe tubes, how mtlCh would their total c.ost be?
Conclusion: Students will present work on the elmo to share with the cl8$S.
Evaluation: Wock will be collected to grade for credit (worth 5 points). No credit will be given for no effort on work shown.

Adam Shankle
Springfield Loca/lntermediate School
Social Studies
Grade 7-8
Sponsored by

Specialty Metal Products

My three takeaways:
•

•
•

Many of the jobs that / had thought were good for general labor are actually very specialized
and require a lot of extensive training.
My students can make a livable wage working in the manufacturing workplace and it is a good
opportunity for students that are not considering college .
This experience helped me realize how deeply connected many businesses are in the world
today.

"In addition to the educator getting firsthand training and specific information on what skills students
might require, our employees can appreciate their capabilities and how valuable they are to the
company. This is a mutually advantageous program and we were pleased to be associated with this
program."
Tanya McClafferty
Vice President

Adam Shankle
Springfield Local Intermediate
7tlt and 8th Grade Social Studies

Specialty Metal Products

85 Garfield St
West Middlesex P A, 16159
Tanya McLafferty Vice President

Comparing the Silk Road to Business Today
Subject
Ancient World History

Silk Road Economics Compared to Modem Economics
Connections
For this lesson I looked at the economics side of the business and how all the members of the
business affect the economic outcomes and also looked at the interconnectivity of the process at
Specialty Metal Products and other businesses not only in our valley but also around the world as
this company has many international clients. Although there are many connections to
mathematics and engineering in the manufacturing workplace, there is also a strong economics
background because the demand for their product is what enables them to employ the people that
they have on staff, and problems in other parts of the world can greatly affect their production.
Objectives
Students should understand the way that businesses and people are interconnected in an
economic system.
Students should be able to compare and contrast the economics of the ancient world and
the modem world
Skills Being Used
Students will be using their reading comprehension skills and their ability to compare and
contrast the ancient world with the modern.
This lesson will cover the economics side of the ancient world and study the global market which
made up the ancient world and makes up the market today.

Procedure

prior day of class students will have read
Route~ 7,000 Miles
} dealing with the journey goods on
short review of the summaries from the prior day will be used at the beginning of the
order to refresh their memories on the "'U""I\A.,~.
will begin with a short discussion
to the students including:
o Why was it worthwhile for people to attempt this journey?
o How could problems in one part of the route hurt people that are trading allover
the Silk Road?
o
does this compare to today?
will then take part in an interactive preSeJ1ltatLo showing them pictures and
and today.
of the trade processes of the ...... n .. '...,'.' ..
and differences between
PowerPoint will help students to see
modem day and the past.
LUIJ,\;iUILi:ll will then be given an overview
of operations that I observed at
Metals in order to show the students how IJ''"''U'\J...... produce goods that are desired
people and businesses.
why events to other parts of the world can
will also help students to
affect jobs and the economy in the
just as it would have in ancient times
Students will be asked to compare and contrast
activities of modem businesses
people in the ancient world.

u .................u

for this lesson:

of "The Silk Route; 7,000 Miles of
PowerPoint dealing with comparing the
acquired during my experience at

50

1

mayext1ena

the modern economy
Metal Products

on

should show the students how
the modem and anC.lent
world were and are so closely connected and it will
to show them how they would help as
part
manufacturing businesses in our area, This will help the students to
how
and problems in other parts
world can affect life here in the US,
to problems Medieval Europe. The
Asia could have, and did,
I">''"'J'<'''.... at Specialty Metal Products will be
being able to talk to management personnel
about supply and demand problems that they
in the modern market.

will be asked to create and turn a
"'''1<nl~·'''n the market today and in the a.u,.,,,,, ..
pre:seJ1ltatlon and discussion from the
VV''''.''.'''''''~H'''' from the information given to
skills.
LV-V'....UL"

detailing the similarities and
This will require students to look
to complete this task, and also to
thus testing their COlmprerlenSlO and

Kristen Sturm
Maplewood Middle School
School Counselor
Grades 5-8
Sponsored by

Sharon Tube

"Overall my experience helped me develop not only a clear understanding of what is involved in the
manufacturing industry, but I also learned to appreciate how essential each position is to the success of
the company."

_.. - .. - .---- -- - - ..- .. - .. - -. - .. - .. - ._.. _.. - ._.. _.._.. -;
"The Educator in the Manufacturing
Workplace was on excellent ex.perience.
This gave the }MC Steel-Sharon Tube the
opportunity to promote our industry,
business and careers. Working with Kristin
Sturm allowed us to provide insight on
recruitment employee relations, and

:---- ..
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.
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employee communication. Each
department was provided the chance to

promote their occupation while providing
business impact. Sharon Tube is eater to
network with the educational arena now
an d in th e future to impact our future
workforce (students).
/I

Denise Carissimo
Human Resource Manager

Kristen Sturm
Maplewood Middle School
School Counselor
Grades 5-8 (Lesson plan is appropriate for 8 th grade students)

Title of Lesson Plan
The Manufacturing World: Do You Have the Skills?
What's the Connection?
As a school counselor, pari of my job is to expose my students to career fields and opportunities. I typically teach a
career unit using a career program, formally called the Ohio Career Information System (OClS), so students can
match jobs based on their interests and research what those jobs entail. This can include, but is not limited to:
required education, job prospects, a description of the job's duties, opportunities for advancement, annual salary,
and budgeting a lifestyle based on income. This unit will allow students to not only research positions associated
with manufacturing, it will also give students a chance to develop a clear understanding of different career choices
that they may not have otherwise considered. Additionally, il will help students understand why math, science, and
computer skills are essential in today's job market.
Objective(s) of Lesson Plan
The students will define job positions associated with the manufacturing industry.
The students will explain how the position(s) they've researched are essential to manufacturing and running a
business.
Skills Being Utilized/Eligible Content
Computer skills, researching, interpersonal skills, communication skills, public speaking
Recommended Teaching Time
4-5 days in 84 minute blocks
Materials
Computer. paper, pencil, pre/post assessment. worksheet, markers, poster board

Bod v/Lesson/Acti vity
Day One: The first day will consist of the class becoming acclimated with the career information system. During
this time, they participate in creating a personal portfolio, completing short assessments, and class discussion of
those assessments. However, before they log on to their computers, they will lake a multiple choice pre-assessment
that will assess their knowledge of careers associated with the manufacturing industry and responsibilities associated
with that career.

Day two: I will spend the first 20-30 minutes sharing my experience at Sharon Tube. It will consist of an overview
of the company, its different positions, and future of the manufacturing industry, and what this future can mean for
my students. They will be able to ask questions during this time. Once the discussion is over, we will start our
project.
Students will have taken the EXPLORE test months (Iypically two) prior to this lesson. This test not only
consists of an academic section, it also has an interest inventory and career componcot. Students' interesrs are
evaluated, and their evaluations appear on a "World of Work Map". This map consists of fOllr main sections:
Working with Data, Working with Things, Working with Ideas. and Working with People. Students will be
separated into small groups based on the category in which they've quali fied. I will distribute cards with job titles
on them that will match their categories. The positions/job categories thal will be researched are as follows: Human
Resources, Safety, Sales, Customer Service, Laborer, Plant Supervisor, Quality Control, Maintenance, and Supply
Chain. For example, a "Working with People" group may receive a card that says "Human Resources" or
"Customer Service Representative". Also, a "Working with Things" group may receive a card that says "Laborer"
or "Maintenance". Additionally, a "Working with fdeas" group may receive a "Quality Conlrol" card, and a
"Working with Data" group may receive a "Supply Chain" or "Safely" card. Once a group has received their card,
they will begin to research the position using the career information system. Although some of the positions can be

broad, it is up to the students to determine how the positions apply to manufacturing based on discussion. I will also
be around to give ideas and input; I do not expect them to be experts on the positions. As they're researching,
they' ll be given worksheets that pose a series of questions about their research. These questions include, but may
no! be limited to: What does this position entail? How is it important? What kind of education is need(ld for this
position? What qualities should a person have in order to be successful in this position? How does it need to work
with the other departments? How does it use math? How does it use science? Would the company be able to run
without this position? Why or why not? How does it use computer skills? How does it use interpersonal skills? How
might this position fall into more than one of our four categories? Once the questions have been answered, the
students will write a one page ret1ection about anything new they've learned, what they found surprising, their likes
and dislikes about what they've learned, and whether or not they would consider the position,

Day Three: Students will continue

LO

work in groups

Conclusion

Day Four(alld five if needed): Students will give 10-15 minute presentations about their findings. They should use
Microsoft PowerPoint and/or a trifold poster board. Class discussion will ensue. Students will submit their
completed worksheets (one per group). Presentations will be graded based on a rubric. Students will take a postassessment to test their knowledge gained from the project.

Evaluation
The students will be g iven a pre-assessment at the beginning of the lesson to show prior knowledge of different
positions within a manufacturing business and their duties. The students will lake the same assessment at the
conclusion of the unit to compare the knowledge and see how much they've learned . Additionally, students will be
evaluated on the completion of the activity and quality of the activity using a rubric.

Tawny Tharp
South Range School District
Math
Grade 3
Sponsored by

Columbiana Boiler Company

I feel so thankful to have had this opportunity this summer to be an Educator in the Manufacturing
Workplace. I LOVED having the chance to witness firsthand how amazing a profession manufacturing
is. I adore the wonderful and dedicated staff at the Columbiana Boiler Company. Thank you for pairing
me with such a generous, hardworking, and proud group of individuals I

UThis was the first year for th e Columbiana Boiler

Company to host an educator and we are very
pleased with how the program works. Our educator
was enthUSiastic and eager to learn how we operate.

It is nice to know thot this experience will be taken
bock to the classroom and incorporated into the
curriculum. This was a great experience jor us and
we hope jor her as weJI. N

THEY LET ME WElD!

Maggie Rummel
Office/Safety Manager
Columbiana Boiler Company

Tawny Tharp
South Range School District
Math / Grade 3
Columbiana Boiler Company
200 Railroad Street, Columbiana, Ohio 44408
Maggie Rummel/Safety Director

Title ofthe Lesson Plan: Measuring Kettles
What's the Connection: Students will be part of the "Quality Control"
department at the Columbiana Boiler Company and will need to use
their careful measuring skills to make sure the Kettle they made is
correct for the order that was placed.
Objective of the lesson Plan - Core Competencies: Students will relate th eir school experience to wh at
working in a job will be like. Quality work is vital in school and out. A kettle is a large
rectangular prism that is open on top to use for the galvanizing and

I
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dipping of metals. Kettles are constructed out of large pieces of steel

.~ that are welded together and undergo multiple safety tests that must
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meet required safety codes. Third graders will create their own kettle

(using a rectangular prism "blueprint") that must formed correctly in order
to meet the order specifications. Students' will accurately create and

measure the length and width of a "Kettle" to the nearest 1S. to X of an inch.

Skills Being Utilized/Eligible Content: Grade 3 Math: Measurement and Data: Represent and Interpret
Data, 4. Generate measurement data by measuring lengths using rulers marked with halves and fourths
of an inch.
Recommended Teaching Time: Two - 45 minute classes
Materials: Rectangular prism templates (kettle blueprints) of different sizes (enough for whole class to
make one), glue, scissors
Body/Lesson/Acth/lty: Students will discuss how the work they do in the classroom is preparing them
for the jobs/professions they will someday hold. Students will observe a PowerPoi nt of pictures of from
the Columbiana Boiler Company (CBC) and get to hear about their teacher's experiences there. Students
will observe and learn what a Kettle is and how they are used. Students will pretend that they have JUST
been hired by the CBC and have their first orders. China needs eight kettles measuring g/J long and 4 W'
wide. Venezuela needs 6 kettles measuring 8 X" long and 5" wide and Germany needs 7 kettles
measuring 7/J long and 4 W' Wide. Unfortunately, things got a little mixed up in the ordering process so
even though we have the "blueprints" for the kettles they are all mixed together and each student will

need to do some investigating and measuring to

see which order their Kettle will go with. Each child will

receive a blueprint for a rectangular prism. Students will proceed to cut and glue together their
rectangu la r Prism "Kettle". When completed students wi II measure the length of the longest side and
the width of their Kettle. Students will record their dimensions on Worksheet A. Students will find the
remaining students who will help complete their order.

Needs 8 Kettles

Needs 6 Kettles

Needs 7 Kettles

Conclusion: Once completed with the task, students will have their Kettle receive final measuring check
from an inspector "outside" of the CBC (their classroom teacher, or a group of expert classroom
measurers) to make sure accuracy has been met. Students will discuss if anyone's kettle did not meet
the dimension needs. Students will brainstorm what happens in the real work force when something
does not meet the specifications for an order. Students will write a reflection on the lesson and how
they felt they did in getting their product ready accurately.
Evaluation: Students will turn in their "Worksheet A" slips with their reflection. Teacher will use the
each student's worksheet, observations, discussions and student reflections to determine who has an
understanding of measurement and work ethic.
Possible Lesson Extensions:

1. Students complete this same activity using different kettle blueprints and measure the length
and width dimensions using the Metric System .
2. Students complete the same activity but are required to measure exact length, width, and

height.
3. Students compare to see if a cylinder '~on Container" or a Rectangular Prism "Kettle" that have
the same length and width dimensions would hold the same amount of volume.

Carlo Tramcante
Austintown Fitch High School
Applied Math/Trig and Pre-Calculus/AP Calculus
Grades 11-12
Sponsored By

Ajax TOCCO Magnethermic

"What I heard from every team member, the characteristics necessary to be successful in the
manufacturing workplace include: communication skills, a willingness to learn new skills, a tremendous
work ethic, trouble-shooting skills, being dependable, collaborating, listening, prec:ision and attention to
detail, flexibility, self-motivation, being open-minded and respecting others and your employer. As
educators, teaching our students the importance of these characteristics is just as, or arguably more
important than our content. "

the Educator in the Workplace program to be worthwhile and interesting. It Is nice to see that
school administrators are interested in the skilJs their students need to possess and that they included
manufacturing in the discussion afthis important idea. "

Nf found

Gregg Richey
EHS Manager

Carlo Trafficante
Austintown Fitch High School
Mathematics: Grades 11-12
Ajax TOCCO Magnethermic
1745 Overland Ave. N.E., WalTen, Ohio 44483
Gregg Richley, Plant Engineer & Health and Safety Manager

Title of the Lesson: Manufacturing a cylindrical can to minimize cost
What's the connection: The students will use trouble shooting skills to determine the dimensions of
a cylinder given a specific volume that will minimize the cost of producing the can. Once the correct
dimensions are determined by the students, they will use a blueprint to create the cylinder out of
poster board using the specifications determined by the employer. Students will need to be precise in
their computations and measurements when creating the cylinder.
Objectives/Learning Targets/Alignment to Standards: Geometry - Modeling with Geometry
G-MG.3: Apply geometric methods to solve design problems (e,g., designing an object or structure to
satisfy physical constraints or minimize cost; working with typographic grid systems based on ratios).
Skills Being Utilized/Eligible Content: Mathematical Practices addressed in this activity include;
Making sense of problems and persevere in solving them, Reasoning abstractly and quantitatively,
and Attending to precision. Students will need to be able to work with formulas (volume and surface
area of a cylinder), work with spreadsheets, add fractions and decimals, convert between fractions
and decimals, use trigonometry (law of sines or right triangle trig). and explain their reasoning and
logic so that anyone with a similar background can follow their logic.
Recommended Teaching Time: Two 50-minute class periods.
Materials: Access to computer software spreadsheet program (Google Docs), inches ruler with
16ths of an inch clearly marked, scissors, scientific calculator, tape, paper clips, and poster board.
NO PROTRACTORS ALLOWED.
Body/Lesson/Activity: Put students in groups of 3 and pose this scenario to each group. Your
employer has asked your team to design a cylindrical container for a bulk size powdered baby food
product that will hold 36rr cubic inches (approximately 113 cubic inches) of product using whole
numbers only for the radius and where the radius ~ 1 inch and height ~ 1 inch. However, there is
one stipulation. You are asked to make the most cost effective can that will hold the amount stated.
Determine the dimensions of this can (radius and height) meeting all the specifications. Using a
spreadsheet, determine the dimensions of all possible cans and use the spreadsheet to confirm that
each will give us the indicated volume. Then determine the dimensions of the can that will be most
cost effective. Explain why your can will be most cost effective. After you have convinced the
teacher that your group has found the dimensions of the can that will be most cost effective, you will
be given a blueprint of the can. Read the blueprint and use poster board to create the cylinder to the
employer's specifications outlined on the blueprint

Conclusion: At the conclusion of the lesson, each group should share the 'road blocks' they
encountered along the way and what they did to overcome them. Also, class discussion should also
revolve around: the importance for a company to minimize cost of production, the importance of
being precise and satisfying the employer's needs, how making mistakes can be costly in the
manufacturing world, the importance of collaborating with others, and the fundamental math skills
needed to successfully complete the project.
Evaluation: The role of the teacher will be as a facilitator for each group. Formative assessment
opportunities should be utilized throughout the lesson/activity while observing student strategies and
listening to group discussions. In the end, the spreadsheet will be assessed by the teacher to verify
that students considered all possibilities and correctly calculated the volume and surface area for
each outcome. In addition, the final product will be assessed. That is, the cylindrical can they
produced with the exact employer specifications. Each group will also be responsible for submitting a
paper clearly explaining what they did along the way, how they did it, and why they did it. Their
submission should be very detailed so that anyone with a similar background can follow their logic.
Blueprint:
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Jamie Vande Steeg
Maplewood Middle School
Mathematics
Grade 8
Sponsored by

Roll Forming Corporation

(
"I learned many things about manufacturing during
my time at RFC, but the three lessons that will impact
my future students are measurement, conversions
and computer skills. My experience at RFC has
further enabled me to prepare mv students with the
skills needed to be successful in a manufacturing
workplace ....

~~------y
HWe have exposed our instructor to
every aspect of our manufacturing
process, from the front office to the
plan t floor. We hope that the
educators experience will enable
them to provide real life scenarios to
the classroom environment and help
their students understand how their
new knowledge wi/J be applied in the
future.
Alex Moyer, P.E.
Engineering Manager

-------)

Jamie Vande Steeg
Maplewood Middle School
8th Grade Mathematics
Roll Forming Corporation
260 MLK Jr. Boulevard
Farrell. PA 16121
Alec Moyer.

Engineering Manager

Tltie of the LQ80n Plan: Measuring Tolerance

What's the Connection?
At RFC, I was most inspired by the work of the Quality Control group. When a new item
is rolling it is the responsibility of the mill workers and Quality Control to ensure the
dimensions of each piece are within the tolerance given by the customer. The shapes,
angies, widths, and lengths of the first piece are inspected to the scale drawing. Each
part is given the greatest range of variation that will work for the customer. if the
measurements are not within the tolerance, then it is the responsibility of the mill worker
or engineers to fix the problem so the product meets the specifications. To measure all
of the different'shapes, angles, lengths, and widths the team at RFC uses tape
measures, squares, micrometers, and measuring equipment. These measurements
RFC uses are in English yet many customers use Metric, therefore converting is an
essential skill.
Objective of the Lesson Plan- Core Competencies
The students will measure using different 10015, They will convert their measurements
to an appropriate form (English or Metric and decimal or fraction form). Finally, they
will check their accuracy with the given tolerance.

Skill. Being UtmzedlEliglble Content
The skills utilized in the ~sson are English to Metric conversions, Metric to English
conversklns, fraction to decimal conversion!), decimal to fraction conversions,
measurement skilfs, application of the Pythagorean Theorem, numerical tolerance,
problem solving skills, and teamwork.

Recommended Teaching TIme: 1 hour 30 minutes
Materials: Tape measures, rulers, micrometers, bolts, washers, etc.

Body/lesson/Activity
Prior to this lesson students should know how to convert from fractions to decimals
without a calculator. They should also know how to convert from Metric to English and
how to apply the Pythagorean Theorem. Conversion factors may be given to
students (1 in :::: 2.54 em and 1 m :::: 39.37 in). Discuss with the students what is going to
measured in the classroom and give them a quick
of how to use all of
measuring tools.
IeSlson. Each partner will measure different items in the
like the length
width of chalkboard and
brought in like bolts,
washers. etc. They will measure with tape measures,
and micrometers. Each
person should measure and
their persona! measurement. Each group should
begin on a different item and cIrculate throughout the room so only one pair is
measuring the same item at a time. Remind students to
their measurements with
appropriate units.
C:C:I"/"\nrn

In addition to measuring
widths, and diameters,
should also measure
To have the students verify if the angle formed between two objects is 90
I'1AI',rcI:U:'C: they will measure
line segments that would
a triangle. For
if you want them
if the angle between the wall and the floor is 90
place a point on the
comer, and floor and
the stUdents measure
lengths of all three segments.
the stUdents have completed measuring give them a sheet with the tolerances of
item. These tolerances should be in different units then they originally measured.
For example, if they measured the length of the chalkboard in inches you may give
them a range in centimeters.
tolerances shoukf also
in different forms like
fractions or decimals. Each measurement should be
properly and checked
by the students. In order to verify
90 degree angle measurement, students will
to place their line segment
into the
and
if it
works or not
Once students have converted their measurements they
to check to see if they fall
into the permitted range. If not, they need to figure out if they
a mistake in
measuring or converting. This gives time to reflect, discuss, and problem solve with
their partners.

Conclusion
This
should demonstrate
importance of measuring and converting in the
manufactUring workplace. It
shows how measuring is an estimation which is why a
1"!:lIY"I""IA of measurement may work for a given item.
Finally, it allows students to build
like teamwork and communication.

Evaluation
Students will be evaluated on their measurements and conversions.
this is a
review
students will be
on the percentage of measurements converted
correctly and in the appropriate
range.

Eric P. Wenger
Sharon Middle-High School
Mathematics
Middle-High School
Sponsored by

Joy Cone

"Each person I interacted with gave me the following "focus factors": details, attendance,
communication, attitude, and reliability. On another note, as I was introduced as "a math teacher from
Sharon" many said math was not a high priority - it was a given."

"Our educator was well prepared for the experience, asked relevant questions of our employees, and was
very personable during his stay. The know/edge thot Eric has gained by seeing the process from end-toend has given him a new perspective on how to prepare his students for lIfe after high school and he has
gained valuable information on skills gaps that he can now address in his classroom."

Colleen Chamberlain
Director of Human Resources

Eric P. Wenger
Sharon Middle-High School
Mathematics - High School
Joy Cone Co.
3435 Lamar Road - Hermitage, Pennsylvania 16148
Ms. Colleen Chamberlain, Director of Human Resources

The Lesson Plan
Title: Can you spend the least amount?
Connections: AI! manufacturing business need to move raw materials into the facility and deliver
the finished product out to their customers. This exercise will give students a brief
overview of the complexity associated with this "traffic" within the business
environment.
Core Competencies: Overall, the student will be exposed to
(a) communication via spreadsheet design and development
(b) communication via published schedule of delivery routes, dates, and times
(c) understanding the basic rules associated with professional truck driving
(d) using Internet resources as a tool both in research and as a point of reference (i.e.:
pricing, availability, travel disruptions)
Eligible Content: Each student will be assessed on
(a) spreadsheet (Excel, GoogJe Docs) in design, development, and accuracy
(b) Word Processing (Word, Google Docs) demonstrating attention to details in
scheduling the "run"
(c) Internet Browser (Explorer, Firefox, Chrome) demonstrating ability to navigate to
various sites, read for understanding, extract pertinent information, and assimilate
the data pieces into a coherent pJan
Time Length: 40 minutes per day for five (5) days
Materials:
Introductory prompt
Computer with Internet connection at a minimum
Microsoft Office installed if desired otherwise Google Docs will be a suitable
replacement
Lesson Components: The students' task involved scheduling a truck route for picking up
necessary raw materials to come back to the physical plant and on the same truck route,
deliver the finished goods to the customer. The most efficient route is desired.

."'....,"''''' can use
scenarios. For
the
of generic corn
will be discussed.
company lists many ingredients, but for tis exercise,
flake
student is
for delivery oftne com flake product, acquiring
materials
diesel fue1.
will
the basic rules
on commercial truck driving
(hours behind the wheel, hours on truck-related duties [loading/unloading], resting time).
They wiH find the current pricing com and sugar
real time information via the
Internet. Sites
CNN, Google, and Yahoo contain
links to research
pricings. Using a
engine, the students will need to
the amount of fuel needed
there may be multiple
to move the truck through the various stops and cost associated.
options for a delivery route, care in the organization of the data as
spreadsheet is
developed is " .. ,,,.....1".
for the
many options are available. For "",",0.1\.\;;.1.
.,,,...... v',..,, the teacher can limit the number locations.
words, the ."'...,.,,"'"
stipulate the delivery of corn flakes and
of the raw
thinker,
same towns.
the more
multiple
necessary
or place
on the delivery side
night hours or pick~up only during midnight to 6:00am).
delivery on
complicates the data elements enough to
the challenge more intriguing to find the
optimal solution path.
The final product required of the students will
(l) A delivery schedule for
truck driver that includes road route directions, stop
locations with times, description of the type of stop (deliver com
collect
sugar, ... )
costs associated with
(2) detailed spreadsheet detailing the possible routes
schema
page, of
to document
the information was pulled in
(3) A "works
their

"'LU .... " ' . .

~

group) will vary greatly.
emphasis
of the
and the cost
as the project
thought

develops.
of difficulty placed into the
by the
other
Depending on
accuracy.
example, was a map included in the route
components can be assessed
planning for
driver, how much fuel is needed for certain parts the trip, or can you
plan the route
many toll roads.

Kathryn Ma Woodford
Joseph Badger High School
Geometry, Pre..(alculus, Calculus
Grades 9-12
Sponsored by

Graham Stamping Company

My three takeaways:
•

•

•

Jim, an employee on the shopfloor who commonly trains new hires, stated that a lot of new
hires do not know how to use or read a tape measure. I am interested in getting some of my
students to use a tape measure instead of a ruler this year in class.
The most common form of communication is by email for recording purposes. It hit me that
some students may not know how to properly write an appropriate/formal email or
communicate intelligently. I would like to get students to submit work electronically throughout
the year.
The metric to English measurement conversions are calculated (mainly approximated) mentally.
I did not realize how often conversions took place!

"Katie's presence has been well received here at the Graham Stamping Company. All employees have
enjoyed the experience and interaction. I am confident in stating that Katie has received an educated
insight to the manufacturing workplace in order to enlighten and inform her students on the value Of
mathematics in the real world.
U

Tony DeMarco
General Manager, Quality Manager

Kathryn M. Woodford
Joseph Badger High School
9 - 12 Mathematics
Graham Stamping Company
1700 Broadway Avenue
Hermitage, Pennsylvania 16148
Tony DeMarco, General Manager

Title: How much steel?
Connection/Common Core Standards utilized: Students will be using many of the mathematical practices in the
classroom similar to what is seen in the manufacturing workplace. This activity will be a greal wrap~up 10 a discussion over
diameter and area and a great introduction to a review of volume.
Reason quantitatively and use units to solve problems.
CCSS.Math.Content.HSN.Q.A. 1
Use units as a way to understand problems and to guide the solution of multi~step problems; choose and interpret units
consistently in formulas; choose and interpret the scale and the origin in graphs and data displays.
CCSS.Math.Content.HSN.Q.A.2
Define appropriate quantities for the purpose of descriptive modeling.
Apply geometric concepts in modeling situations
CCSS.Math.Content.HSG.MGA2
Apply concepts of density based on area and volume in modeling.
CCSS.Math.Content.HSG.MG.A.3
Apply geometric methods to solve design problems.
Objective of the Lesson: To encompass a hands-on activity that will practice several concepts students should already be
familiar with by the time they reach geometry but may need refreshed (measurement with a ruler, Metric to English
conversion, decimal to fraction conversion, area and volume). Students will not only be using practical math skills, but also
problem sorving skills and teamworK to leam about a new concept (density) that ties into science. It also gives them practice
in reading a simple blueprint.

Skills being utilized: Measurement of metric to English and conversions, decimallfraction conversions, area and volume
formulas, using density to find weight and possible costs, problems solving and perseverance skills, and teamwork.
There will be many different differentiation stems throughout the lesson.
Recommended teaching time: 2 - 3 days (50 minutes each)
Day 1 will be a lesson over using perimeter, circumference, and area in basic geometry. Day 2 will be devoted to the
activity.
Materials: Student worksheet that includes the tasks, print 1 and 2 worksheets, pencil, calculator, compute
Compass and graph paper (if visual needed)
Body/LessonJActivity: As a warm up, students will discuss an OGT review question (2009 #9) from the previous nighfs
homework. This question will get students into the mindset of an object being broken into different shapes.
Next, students will be partnering up to begin the activity (each student is responsible for recording theif own work).
1

The first question of task one in the activity will have students
how many sheets of metal are needed to process
a job. Each sheet of metal is 48" by 96" and there are three types of
that need to be cut 1,500 pieces of 4%",5",
diameter circles need to made. Students are to record their required information in an organized, logical oreler (I will not be
telling students exactly what needs 10 be calculated to figure this problem out I want students to work together to decide
what information needs to be calculated on their end to get to the final answer of how many sheets of metal is needed).

r

Once students have figured out how many sheets of metal are needed, I will have them briefly explain to me their answer
and their process to get approval to move forward. This wHi allow me to guide those who may be headed in the wrong
direction, or to challenge those who are moving fOrNard quickly (I may not looking for exact answers but instead am
looking for the correct processes). The next question will have students calculating
weight of the sheets of metal
needed. Here the students will know the thickness of a sheet is
will
to make the connection that they need
to use the volume and density, Here is where students will research how many pounds per cubic inch afe needed 10 solve
this problem, (Hopefully students will come up with a number around 0.2904 !bs,)
are different types of metals that
can be used (and even steel) so if come up with a different value I will
them why they choose this number and where it
came from. This will allow different groups to possibly have different answers than others but all still be
This will
complele task one,
After lask one, students will then be given a blue·print of a
out. Here is where students will need to work with "...,.,,,,, ..,,,,,,,,,nr,,,, O~!Jtwieen
have students figure out how many pieces can fit
to be made but instead
Students
be
the
millimeters,
end,

inside cut
task will
what
to correctly answer
washer will have an
3 millimeters (be sure to watch the
the box.

An
task can then be to figure out the area of a part from a detailed given blue print. Or, students can enter their
activity information into an Excel worksheet to organize their data in an efficient way that can be used for other similar parts
that may be made inside the manufacturing workplace.
Teaching notes:
1. Do not answer student questions until they have a start to a specific task.
them know that they need to start the
quesfton with as much as they know and try something before giving up and asking the
2. Remedial groups can use graph paper to visualize the sheet of metal and a compass can used to draw (instead of cut)
out the circular pieces.
3. Re-enforce the concept of approximate appropriately; rounding and estimating appropriately, and being sure to label units
of measurement throughout.

Conclusion: This Jesson should demonstrate to the students that workers in manufacturing
to know a variety of math
skills that they will use every day (conversion, blueprinl reading, and measurement.) Not only wililhey be using math skills,
but also be aware that problem solving and teamwork skills arise daily.
Student Evaluation: Students are expected to get through task 2. Some remedial students may only get through task 1
and that is acceptable (Ihey may also work outside the classroom if needed). Advanced
should make it to task 3
and find a reasonable place to end their activity IT they do not get all the way through this
should
conversing with the teacher throughout the activity to give them a better understanding of what they
to accomplish to
finish this activity_

2

Michael Yauger
New castle High School
Social Studies
Grade 7
Sponsored by

International Timber and Veneer Company

"I had a great experience. The management, staff, and people at IlV treated me like family. I observed
and toured many different departments, asking questions and recording information for reporting
purposes."

"lTV recently hod the opportunity to sponsor a Jocal teacher in the "Educator in the
Manufacturing Workplace program. Mr. Yauger came to IN with a terrific attitude and hunger
to Jearn about our operation. Not only wiJ/ Mr. Yauger relate job opportunities that exist at lTV
but Mr. Yauger will be able to present the skiJJs, demands and expectations of any individual who
is looking to become a productive employee of any company in any business. H

Spike Mancuso
Human Resource Director/Sec

Michael Yauger
New Castle Area Junior/Senior High School
7th

Grade Social Studies

International Timber and Veneer, LC.

7S McQuiston Drive
Jackson Center, PA 16133
Mr. Charles Mancuso, Director of Human Resources
(724) 662-3220

Title of lesson: Increasing Geographical Awareness of Countries Where lTV Products Are Shipped

Connection: Show students through maps, charts, and other worksheets where lTV products are
shipped to both internationally and domestically once the products leave the plant

ObJectives of the lesson Plan:

1)

Understand the themes and elements associated with the study of Geography where lTV
products are shipped

2)

Understand the purpose and uses of maps where lTV products are shipped

3}

Describe how to use maps, graphs, and charts showing where lTV products are shipped

4)

Identify the most commonly used geographic terms where lTV products are shipped

SkilJs Being Utilized/Eligible Content:
1)

PA Geography Standard 7.1.7A: Explain how common geographic tools are used to organize and
interpret information about people, places and environment

2)

PA Geography Standard 7.1.7B: Explain and locate places and regions as defined by physical and
human features

Recommended Teaching Time: 1-2, forty-minute periods
Materials: Student journals and worksheets, world maps, graphs, and charts showing where lTV
products are shipped

lessnn:
Objective Question: Where are lTV products shipped both internationally and domestically:

1) Students will write
2)

question into their student journals to write initial

reactions for further discussion later
..<><onn,,,,,,. in journal}
After initial

"""tl .. ,.1',I'>

and

will review with instructor various

geographical
around the world where lTV products are shipped
3) After map and
instruction,
will review vocabulary terms associated with
geographical maps
charts
4) Students will then
a
a blank worksheet map to fill in the international and domestic lTV
products are
to work together in groups four
S) Students will be
to review book,
and instruction materials to fill in geographic
worksheets
6} Upon completion, teacher will review on map where lTV products are shipped

1) Student responses to teacher geographic review
2) Teacher review of maps students filled out during group and Individual discussion
3)

If needed, teacher review of student journals or map quiz upon

!!Q:!!!!~~~

lesson

If needed) teacher will schedule map quiz upon completion of

will review all assessments
p:l,rn~·1"

will

upon any necessary

homework as needed for n, .. rTn,,,,, completion
in lesson upon

Educator in the
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Special Recognition to the Extraordinary Educators!

Special Thanks to the Participating Manufacturers
And

To our Program Partners
lawrence County School-to-Work, Inc.
Mahoning County Career and Technical Center
Mahoning Vallev Manufacturers Coalition
West Central Job Partnership
Youngstown State University

More Informatlon about the compan~s and lesson plans can be found on:
ww w.industryneedsyou.com

